


Take off with a new kite! 1 
Visit our store on the historic 
downtown Boulder Mall. 

1 Stop in and see what's new in 
kites! You'll find it all in one place: 
kites, accessories, windsocks and 
flying toys. 

Or shop by mail. 
Send for your free 80 page 

color Catalog of kites and 
kitemaking supplies. It's your 
resource for what's new and 
what's available in the world of 
kites. Choose from hundreds of 
kites, including many unusual 
and hard-to-find designs. 
Retail sales only 
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Recommended linc 

34 Cody 2 

rom your quality kite store. Ask for 
F t h  Pioneer Range' from 'Greens 
Kites' by name. From the makers of 
the famous 'Stratoscoop Kites' - the 
incredible power-packed soft kite. 

GREENS K 
GREENS KITES. GREENS OF BURNLEY 336Colne Road, Burnley, Lancmhire, BBlO IED. England Tel. 0282 
@ 1988 Copyright Greens of Burnley 

M anufacturers of quality rip stop 
nylon kites for over a decade. 

Greens Kites are Europes leading kite 
manufacturers, setting the standards 
others follow. 

"G reens Kites ask a lot from their 
kites - from the drawing board 

to the flying site. It's their attention 
to detail which sets them apart." 

I9650 Telex 66135 AIRTLK G. (Greens) 

for the name of your nearest Greeits retailer, contact: 

EUROKITES, LTD, PO BOX 34, Pacific Grove, CA 93950. (408) 647-8363. Dealer inquiries welcome. 
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ELY MEW FLYING ADVENTUnc 

e wind powering your kite through the two flying lines 

s itself and can be folded up and carried in your pocket almost 

introduction of stunt kites. Skynasaur Inc. has combined the aerodynamic 

. Telephone 800-525-0980. @MCMLXXXVlll Sk) sai 



Letter from the Publisher 

Stress & Strain: Stunter & Stable 

A re stunt kites eclipsing stable kites? 
I've talked to many kiters about 

this, and the question turns out to be 
more complicated than it seems. The 
effects are several: human, economic and 
environmental. But let's be more specific. 

Stunt kites seem to bring out a compe- 
titive streak and to attract aggressive folk 
who come in conflict with the more 
laid-back single-liners. 

Reminds me of a description I heard 
somewhere of auto driving attitudes. If 
you're driving along at  the speed limit 
and someone passes you, you say, "Look 
at that reckless dummy." If you're driv- 
ing along at  the speed limit and someone 
is going slower, you pass and say, "Look 
at that slowpoke dummy." 

It's easy to disparage whoever isn't 
going your speed, whether the flier is a 
stunter or a single-liner. It's much harder 
to put y~urself  in the other flier's shoes. 

Economic effects have yet to be mea- 
sured firmly, but it is certain we're seeing 

a big change in the kite business. "Peter 
[Waldron] is having a hard time this 
year," said distributor Judy Neuger of 
What's Up. "He doesn't have a stunter!" I 
wondered if'stunt kites were about to try 
for a hostile takeover. I considered: 

Exhibit A: The East Coast Stunt Kite 
Championships, alone its first year, now 
marks Year IV in company with four or 
five other major events plus regional ones 
and some in foreign countries too. A 
characteristic of these competitions is the 
pile of greenbacks pouring into them-and 
out of them in the form of prizes. 

Exhibit B: Two books just came out 
on stunt kiting (see What's New: Books, 
page 19). The impact here at  Kite Lines 
shows in the advertising (stunt related ads 
are now 30% vs 15% in 1986) and in edi- 
torial space as well. 

Exhibit C: The variety of stunt kites in 
stores is dizzying. Each new model shakes 
the market anew. Some people hint that 
the stunt kite boom is only a fad. ("Move 

over, Frisbee!" it says in The Stunt Kite 
Book. The comparison is not comforting.) 

It was not long ago that we stated the 
scary truth that urban areas are running 
out of safe and adequate space for kite- 
flying. Most of us at  one time or another 
have experienced tangles and conflicts on 
fields with only so much space available. 
Stunt kites take up large expanses of hor- 
izontal area and are not easily gathered 
into the relatively cozy groups of vertically 
flying single-liners. Space limitations make 
safety a bigger-than-ever concern. 

In real life, these conflicts overlap and 
interrelate. With forebearance and in the 
long run, we may survive the human and 
economic challenges. But the environ- 
mental and safety problems are daunting. 
They ask all of us to  make a commitment- 
sooner, not later-to secure and maintain 
the open space we need on earth to  keep 
our kites flying in the ky. f 

8th ANNUAL 
WASHINGTON 

1-2540 (OR, ID, N. CA) 
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Introducing the FORCE 10" STUNT KITE 
The FORCE 10@ comes completely 
assembled, ready to fly. 

Size: 15 foot wingspan, 28 sq. ft. sail area, 
weighs only 4 Ibs. 

Aerodynamic: Built by a leading sailmaker, the 
FORCE lo@ sports a camber-induced sail. Six 
laminated tapered sail battens produce an air. 
foil so efficient, the FORCE lo@ not only 
flys directly overhead, it will fly nearly 
behind you. 

Performance: Faster than many 
models 1 /5th the size. Turns on 
a dime. Flys straight and steadv 
Smooth close ground sweeps, 
and precise edging make 
the FORCE lo@ very 

even over water. 
easy and fun to fly, 

Available in limited 
supply 

Construction: Hard, ground smashing nosedives won't break a single heavyduty spar (Glasflex). Durable 
6 oz. leading edges along with 1 1/2 oz. sails make the FORCE lo@ last and last. Special reinforcements 
include a combined nylon webbing, suede leather covered nosepiece to take any beating. 

Beautiful: Bright, hot glowing colors like luminous yellow leading edges, hot pink and bright blue sail 
panels, and handsome black wingtips. Watch the crowds gather. 

Accessories: Deluxe custom-made kite bag, 3 min. Sky Riter smokewriters, 500 Spectra or Kevlar line, 
Good Grips (padded wrists/handles), 100% heavy-duty cotton 
t-shirt (very handsome). 

Registered with the US Patent &Trademark Office 

FORCE 10@ 
POWER SAIL STUNT KITES 

C/O The Screamin' Tuna 
Surf & Ski Shops 

1031 8 N. Port Washington Rd. 
Mequon, WI 53092 USA 

Tel: 41 4-241 -8862 

Worldwide Representation 
contact: Steve Shapson 

41 4-332-9338 
COD'S, Checks, 

Credit Cards Accepted 

We Ship Worldwide 

for enthusiastic flyers & our 
dealerhental program for your 

Revolution Kites 

Omega 

Ask anyone who has seen ii fly- ii's amazing! 
Heralded as the "Showstopper" at the Exclusively designed for 4 line controls 
1989 KTA convention. Basic maneuvers include forward and reverse 
Formerly Neos Omega flight, instantaneous stopping: propeller-like spins, 

speed control. 
Revolufion Kites (619) 274 -8824  3 0 8 9  C [lairemonf Drive 
(Formerly Neos Omega) Suite #17 1 
Dealer Inquiries Welcome San Diego, [A 92117 
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Our 

Most mportant advice we 
ever received: "Trust 
your intuition" and 

LI"- Last kite books read: Kites (about trouble) "Make 
by Ron Moulton and like a duck and let it 
World on a String by roll off your back" 

Store: Great Winds Kite Jane Yolen Nicest sale we ever made: 
Shop, 402 Occidental Favorite flying spot: On We have dozens. Come 
Avenue South, Seattle, the sod, under the sun, in and ask us anytime. 
WA 98104, USA in a steady wind Best Wmge benefit of the 

Display space: 1600 square Latest promotional effort: store: All the lifelong 
feet New Year's Day 1989 friends we've made 

Hours: 10:OO-5: 30 (Mon.- and the Dave Checkley Favoriteissue of Kite Lines: 
Sat.) and 12:OO-5:30 Memorial Kite Fly Winter 79-80, with the 
(Sunday) Specialties of the shop: story on Louise Crowley 

Years in business: 16 Unusual imported kites, and "Shirone Comes to 
Years profitable: 10 Halo spools in all sizes 
Years carried Kite Lines: 12 and the Frustrationless 
Owners: Ken Conrad and Flyer Kite Kits 

Suzanne Sadow 
Ages: 40 and 36 
Favorite foods: Anti 
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Kites by Radio 
During the last 20 months, which include 
our Bicentennial Year, 1988, I have spent 
22 weeks on tour kitemaking and flying. 

I made a return visit to Northern Terri- 
tory and spent a day at the largest school 
in the world-the Katherine School of the 
Air. It is a school b y  radio to remote sta- 
tions up to 1,000 kilometers apart. I gave 
a class, by radio, with no prior drawings 
or anything and spoke to many of the 
children. They were to make a sled kite 
from pieces of scraps which they had to  
collect in an hour or so. 

Imagine the looks on the teachers' faces 
when the children eventually returned to  
their microphones and reported, with few 
exceptions, "Mine flew!" 

David Chandler 
Tasmania, Australia 

Philippine Contact 
In December 1988 on a trip to Manila, 
after seven years of searching for contacts 
in the Philippines, I met Oscar Reyes, 
Reynaldo Bartolome and Johnny Morales. 

Oscar has been flying kites for about 
30 years (since the age of 13) and he is 
the group's leader. Reynaldo is a painter 
by trade and Johnny, a carpenter. 

They appear to be into winged box 
kites with bamboo frames, plastic covered. 
They showed me a photograph of one, 
about three meters (10 feet) in length, in 
the form of a crucifix. Oscar said the idea 
of a flying Jesus on a cross came to  him 
in a dream. 

They have had very little exposure to  
the outside kite world. 

Oscar said his father flew kites as a 
boy. Thus we know the tradition goes 
back sixty years at least. Does it go back 
500 years as Malaysian kite culture does? 
Do we have readers in the Philippines 
who can check old works of reference, 
the museums, etc.? Is there an indigenous 
Filipino kite? 

I dug up the following Tagalog words 
for kite: saravzggola (the most common 
term); guryon (possibly one of the dia- 
lects used in the Visayan islands. From a 
sketch made by Oscar, it looks similar 
to our Malaysian wau bulan.); boka-boka; 
sapi-sapi (a small fighting kite, sometimes 
with a tail); and layang-layang (our own 
Malay generic term for kite) commonly 
swallow-shaped in the Philippines. 

Readers of Kite Lines are encouraged 



J 

OCToO€R 8,1989 
Tbf an ancient universal symbol of man's spirit soaring above the 

bounds of the earth 

Tflf I(ITf enhancing man's understanding' wisdom and enjoyment of life 

Tflf the most peaceful of all aircraft 
s we stand at the crossroads to the future of the planet, joln us In celebrat~on of the llmltless sky whlch 
IS meant to be shared by all peace lov~ng people 
One Sky, One World k~te festivals w~ll be held annually In countries around the world 
To express an opt~mlsm whlch supercedes ~deolog~es, people everywhere are asked to partlclpate In 
or sponsor a One Sky, One World Festlval Share the rlch cultural herltage of the k~te through a posltlve 
statement for the protect~on of the earth and peace and fr~endsh~p among all people 

For further ~nforrnot~on or to recelve an off~c~al fest~vol Thls message IS sponsored -by 
reg~strat~on pocket call or wr~te  

On€ SKY, On€ WOND *P -.nu-1u I AM., Mn* S(L 

Jane Parker Arnbrose Mlchael Steltzer P€mosE,co aau, 

c/o Sky Scrapers Kltes c1oVom Wlnde Verweht 
PO Box 11149 Elsenacherstrasse 81 

Denver Colorado 802ll USA D 1000 Berl~n West Germany +z&k 
(303) 433 9518 (030) 784 7769 or 795 4700 
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Kite Seller. Weifan3 River !o. Tal Streeter 

, Travel with 

Tal Streeter 
author and expert on Asian kites 

MARCH 28 - APRIL 14 

Fly kites from the deck of a dragon boat 
pl.ving the waters of one of China's 

most scenic resort areas. Represent your 
country in the pageantry of the Weifang 
International Kite Festival. Make kites 
alon~side a master Chinese kitemaker. 
See the best of Chinese kite artistry at 

the Beijing National Competition. 
Experience gardens, temples, the 
Forbidden Citv, The Great Wall, 

shopping for rare gifts, unforgettable 
friendships and more kites than you 

dreamed possible. English- and 
Chinese-speaking American and 
Chinese hosts make this a superb 

first or repeat visit to China. 

Complete deluxe land package includes 
hotel and all meals at approximately 

$2400, plus international airfare. 

Sponsor: Kite Lines 
Host: China International Travel 

Service, V.I.P. Department 

For information, contact: 
Roman Associates Incorporated 

1159 Verdemar Drive 
Alameda, CA 94501 USA 

(415) 523-4165 

MIS. . . Continued 

to write or visit Oscar. His address is: 27 
Marathon Street, Kanuning, Quezon City. 

Shakib Gunn 
Singapore 

Kids & Kites 
From the first of April until early May, 
my class and I did almost nothing else but 
study about and make kites. 

We heard the history of kites, learned 
and experimented with the principles of 
aerodynamics, compared kite flight with 
planes and rockets, read kite stories, wrote 
letters t o  kite related organizations and, 
of course, we made kites. 

I've developed this unit over the past 
three years, and it now covers all content 
and subject areas. It has also become a 
tradition in my class-and my personal 
favorite. 

Not only did the children learn, but 
they had fun doing it. And that's what 
counts. 

To all of you who wrote back to my 
kids, thanks a lot for taking the time to 
make a child smile. 

P. Matthew Dillon 
Liberty Elementary School 

Valley Cottage, New York 

Corrections 
The tetrahedral kite on page 41 of the 
Winter 1988-89 issue of Kite Lines was 
incorrectly credited. The maker of the 
large, multicolor kite is David Chandler of 
Hobart, Tasmania, Australia. 

In reporting the results of the IIKEC 
(page 28 of the same issue) we incorrectly 
listed the winner for Greatest Lift. The 
award belongs to Kodo Yamada of Yoko- 
hama, Japan, whose score was 26.004 in 
that category. 

You are invited to write letters for this 
column and reply t o  them through Kite 
Lines. Any letter to us may be considered 
for publication, so please tell us "not for 
publication" if you want no doubt t o  be 
left about it. Write t o  us at: Kite Lines, 
P.O. Box 466, Randallstown, MD 211 3 3. 
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Whatb New: Kites 

Dutch Car, 

Box Car 
If you have always wanted t o  fly a car, 
here is one that is relatively easy t o  
assemble, flies pretty well, and then 
collapses into a long thin package for 
storage or  transport. 

In flight, the  Car Kite-a box kite in 
the shape of a car-demonstrates the old 
principles: if i t  is sufficiently symmetrical 
and light and has enough lifting and stabi- 
lizing surfaces, almost any "box" will fly. 
If one finds the correct bridle point(s), 
the  kite will fly well. The Car Kite meets 
all of the above criteria. 

In steady winds of 8 t o  15 mph, the 
Car Kite flies a t  a respectable 45-degree 
angle. Because of the  forward set of the 
bridle, t h e  kite does not develop excessive 
lift. It  can be flown safely by an elemen- 
tary school child on 50-pound line. 

The  Car is well crafted by Jan Pieter 
Kuil and Janne van Nederpelt of Vacuum 
Kites in The Netherlands. At the present 
time, Vacuum Kites has no American dis- 
tributor, so if you want one of their un- 
usual flying objects (and they have so 
many in their catalog we could hardly 
choose one), you must find a kite store 
that is willing t o  get you one or you must 
order it directly from the  factory. 

Our test kite came t o  us  from The 
Netherlands with its four main longerons 
broken in shipping. (The kite also has two 
minor longerons and eight bracer spars, 
for a total count of 14 sticks.) Our friend 
Pete Ianuzzi fabricated a set of replace- 
ment sticks with ferrules in their middles 
so that  when we travel we can break the 
Car down without breaking it up. 

In spite of the problems we had get- 
ting and repairing it, the  kite makes it  all 
worthwhile. When we fly it, people are 
drawn as if by extraterrestrial forces. "Oh! 
A car kite!" they exclaim, and the smiles 
bloom. Once when it was parked on the 
ground, a four-year-old picked it u p  and 
carried it around. That was fun!-M.G./KG. 

The Metric Cube 
One of a family of kites called "The Fly- 
ing Squad" from Greens of Burnley, Le- 
Cube is another fine example from one 
of the longest standing makers of cloth 
kites in business. 

Sturdily made, Le-Cube a t  first puts 
one off by its size and number of spars. 
Forming a near-perfect cube approx- 

British Cube, American Rose 
:1 and Valerie Govig, with help from A. Pete Ianuzzi 

imately one meter along each edge, the  
kite contains more than 1 6  meters of 318- 
inch wooden dowel and weighs just over 
2.5 pounds. Remembering Brookites, I 
wonder if Le-Cube is another indication 
of something in the British temperament 
that  tends toward substantial structures. 

In appearance-if not  in fact-LeCube 
is a pair of classic 80-year-old Lecornu 
kites, done up  in modern ripstop. (At this 
point I must confess t o  a tinkerer's temp- 
tation t o  saw the thing in half just t o  see 
what would happen.) 

The twins are held in place, one behind 
the other, by five stout longerons, thank- 
fully installed in  their proper sleeves 
when the kite comes ou t  of its bag. The 
installation of the remaining 16 dowels is 
helped by the fact that they are all of 
identical length. 

Built for  strong winds, Le-Cube flies 
easily in breezes above 1 0  mph. Using the  
bridle arrangement provided, the  kite 
moves u p  and down, side t o  side with 
every shift in the  wind. It also requires 
launching assistance except in steady 
winds, when it can be launched off the 
hand. 

At a respectable 45-to-50-degree flying 
angle, the  kite pulls hard on  the line. The 
Greens recommend 250-pound-test. 

T o  make Le-Cube easier t o  launch and 
t o  reduce some of its dancing, I added a 
fourth bridle line t o  the bot tom front 
corner. So bridled, Le-Cube can be stood 
on its feet (base? tail? stern? rear?-what 
do you call the  bottom of a sitting box 
kite, anyway?) and given a high start 
launch on  100 or more feet of line with- 
out  an assistant. 

In our test of LeCube,  we tried fly- 
ing in difficult winds of  4-5 mph, gusting 
to 15-20. In the process, the kite was 
bounced to the ground every time the 
wind dropped. Le-Cube bounces well. 

Other manufacturers could learn from 
the rugged construction techniques and 
unique rigging employed by the Greens 
(David and Sarah). We should all remem- 
ber that if a kite is expected t o  have sev- 
eral pounds of free lift, a few extra oun- 
ces of reinforcing will not  be noticed in 
its flight performance, but  will certainly 
be noticed in its durability. -M. G. 

A Rose De-Thorned 
Appropriately named "American Beauty," 
the rose on  this kite is lovely on  the 
ground and even lovelier in the air, with 
the sun glowing through it. 

Roses appliqued on diamonds, deltas, 
dragons and even rokkakus are not  un- 

This issue's test kites in I 1 
flight: above, the Car is 

a fun-to-fly box; far 
right, the American 

Beauty crowns a 
green tubular tail; 

near right, Le-Cube is 
formidable in design 

and structure. 
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Real roses for a love that smells. 
Kite roses for a love that flies! 

With ripstop, tubular 10' tail. 

The Sunbird" - newest of the 8' 
competition-grade bird series that 
includes the Raven" (black) and 
Freebird" (patriotic stars and strips 1 

ask your kite store for Crystal kites, or 

20 Lakeview Dr. 
Habra, CA 90631 

d Cancun, Mexico 
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WhatS New: KhS . . . Continued 

usual. However, the application of the 
rose to  a hata-type kite is new to  us, and 
the tubular green stem of a tail is certain- 
ly effective visually. That's the good news. 

The bad news is that, even with its 
tail, the Rose as delivered is too much of 
a hata for a kite so large. It is a fairly 
effective fighter kite, but too large t o  
fight or maneuver without damage to  
one's bare hands and potential danger to 
onlookers. I have already replaced the 

114-inch fiberglass cross spar with a 3116- 
inch one to see if the kite would behave 
more like a beauty and less like a beast. 
It worked. I now have a long-stemmed 
"American Beauty" without thorns. 

The kite is a product of Roger Chavez 
and Roger Hyde of The Crystal Kite Co. 
in La Habra, California. I have told the 
two Rogers of my cross-spar change-and 
they have assured me that 3116-inch fiber- 
glass spars are available. With the thinner 

spar, the Rose is good for those times 
when you don't care to  struggle with an 
active or hard pulling kite. 

In winds from 4 to 15 mph, the Rose 
flies at 55-60 degrees on a fairly light 
line. Workmanship is better than good. 

The long center spine-also fiberglass- 
is a two-piece unit for compact storage 
and easy transport. I appreciate that 
because this is a romantic American kite 
that I want to fly in many places. -M.G. 

DATA CHART 

Retail Dimensions Weight Major Porta- Assembly Dura- Wind Ease of Skill 
Name and Shape of Kite Price (inches) (ounces) Components bility Time bility Range Launch Level 

Greens of Burnley 130.00 40x 40 41.0 ripstop, VG 7.5 min. E 10-25 F I-S 
LeCube (44 deep) wood dowel 

NOTE: Retail price (in US dollars) is "advertised" or "su gested." Wind range (in mph) covers minimum and maximum speeds deemed suitable by our 
evaluators. Skill Levels are: N-Novice, I-Intermediate, S-Sfilled. Other ratings are: P-Poor, P-Fair, GGood, VG-Very Good, E-Excellent. Dimensions (in 
inches) are in the following order: heightx width. Measurements and drawings were made with the kite standing upright on the floor facing the viewer. 

SMALL - .875 X ,375 - 
WEIGHT - 1 5 OZ 
BRIGHT - VISIBLE TO T 
MICRO - CIRCUIT - FLASHES 2 SEC 

Sr 
WATERPROOF TO 300 FEET 
USES STANDARD 'BUTTON BATTERIES 
20 HOUR BATTERY LIFE * 
CLEAR AND RED 4 NEW 

SUG RET PRICE $19 95 RED - $20 95 
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AVAILABLE THRU WIND PILOT ACCESSORIES 62, 25251 YACHT DR., DANA POINT, CA 92629, PHONE (714) 675-5668 
CLEAR LIGHT - $19.95 1 RED, GREEN, YELLOW LIGHT - $20.95. 
SHIPPING $1.50 (FOREIGN ORDERS $5.50) 

WIND PHONE 

PILOT :zESs APT. # 

STATE ZIP- 
ACCESSORlES EXTRA BATTERIES, 10 PER CARD - $5.95 / DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

3rd Annual - . - . . . . . . - -. 
NATIONAL WEST COAST 

mNT KITE CwmlPS C 0  ME 
FLY 

WITH 
I 'ri THE 

BEST! 

September 2,3,4 

+ Most Challenging Field 
+ Largest Audiences on Circuit 
+ An "Open" Tournament 

(no divisions) 
+ Cash Prizes 
+ Held at Marina Green in 

San Francisco 
+ Breathtaking Scenery 

for information call 
KITE CARAVAN 

A division of 
KitemakersISkyworld 

(415) 652-4003 
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EASTON ALUMINUMICARBON RODS 
Easton Alummum/Cavbon Rods 

ULTRALIGHT - LOW FLEX - HIGH STRENGTH can be used ;n a vanety of krtes 

Carbon fibers bonded to 
an .008" wall thickness core tube of aluminum 
deliver ultra-strong ultra- light pe$ormance. 

A lot of scientific theory 
went into the development 
and design of the Easton 
Aluminum/Carbon Rod. 

These are the only kite 
spars in the world that Significant improvements 

in handling along with an 

9s 
WEIGHT COMPARISON 

combine the precision, 
durability and consistency increased wind range can 

be obtained with Easton of Easton high-strength 
aluminum alloys with the Aluminum/Carbon Rods ... 
light weight, tensile strength ... a true high performance 
and stiffness of carbon fiber. upgrade for any stunt kite. 

These rods are among 
the lightest and strongest 
framing material for kites, Retail Sales (mail order): 
and they have been used FACTORY STUNT PILOT 
successfully on many dual- 19306 E. Windrose Drive 
and single-line kites. Rowland Heights, CA 91748 

I #3EASTON ALUM1NUM.I 

Leading Edges Set (4 rods) 
2 Top + 2 Bottom 

Stock Regular SPIN-OFF/TEAM 
Top of the Line Graphite 
Ultralight Action FIRE DART 
Ultralight SPIN-OFF 
449 AluminumlCarbon 
&I* ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
3-30 AluminumICarbon 

Outer 
Diameter 

.284" 

.254" 
,258" 

Approx. 
Weight 

4 112 oz. 
33140~. 
3 112 oz. 
3 oz 
31120~. 
3 oz 
2 112 oz. 

Relative 
St~ffness 

3 
2 
5 
6 (Low) 
1(High) 
3 
4 
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W h d  New: Boob 

Good News! Good Books! 

By Bill Goodwin, Valerie Govig, A. Pete Ianuzzi and Kalman V. Illyefalvi 

Paper Pleasure 
Papir Sarkany (Paper Kites) by Istvan 
Bodoczky (Budapest, Hungary: Muszaki 
Konyvkiado, 1988), in Hungarian, soft- 
cover, 80  pages, 150 forint (about $19.95). 

Every once in a while, a book reviewer 
gets a lucky break. He is asked to review 
a book that becomes a pleasurable task. 
In this case, the author was responsible 
for not only all the text and drawings, 
but also the book's graphic design. The 
labor of his love is evident. 

Papir Sarkany is profusely illustrated 
with appropriate drawings, supported by 
excellent color and black-and-white pho- 
tographs. The book is accompanied with 
two supplements-large sheets of colorful 
tissue paper on which are printed two 
original easy-to-make kites, one bird-like, 
one Eddy-like. 

The concept of the book is simple. Very 
large or complex kites, which usually are 
constructed of nylon and flown in moder- 
ate or strong winds, are detailed in plans 
to be made b n  a moderate to  smallscale 
from paper, and flyable in light breezes. 
(As the author said in a letter to  Kite 
Lines: "There are some kites which can 
only be made 'of paper, but there are no 
kites which-on a reasonable scale-cannot 
be made of paper. ") 

The degree of difficulty for each kite 
plan is indicated by an asterisk scale, with 
a single * being easy and * * * * * be ing the 
hardest. (This is a good system, but is a 
Cody just a ***?) 

The text of the book is enjoyable, well 
organized and clearly written (if you are 
fluent in Hungarian, of course). 

The first few pages are devoted to the 
history of paper kites and kites in Hun- 
gary. Next is a brief, but generously illus- 
trated, chapter on the basic techniques of 
paper kite construction. The diagrams 
speak for themselves. Interspersed through 
all of this are principles of flight, safety 
rules, helpful hints on kiteflying and de- 
signs of a few early and simple kites. 

The balance of the book-about 415th~ 
of it-is devoted mainly to the making of 
particular kites. In this-his second-kite 
book, Istvan Bodoczky deals with more 
than 50 kite designs. He made and test 
flew every single kite that is illustrated. 
At the same time, he credits the original 
designers appropriately. A reader of Kite 
Lines will be familiar with many of them, 

but some are new: the refreshing Song ping a parachute, kite traction, kite fish- 
kite, the very original Ribbon kite and ing, dual-line stunt kites, rokkaku battles, 
(naturally!) the blood-spattered Dracula person lifting and aerial photography. 
kite. Finally, the inside back cover contains a 

The author briefly introduces items useful bibliography (23 items). 
such as kite trains, dueling with kites, This kite book is aworthwhile addition 
sending a messenger up the line and drop- to the kiteflier's library. -K. V.Z. 

Two Stunt Kite Books Rush In 
Stunt Kites! by David Gomberg (Salem, 
Oregon: Cascade Kites, 1988), softcover, 
88 pages, $8.95. 

The Stunt Kite Book by Alison Fujino 
and Benjamin Ruhe (Philadelphia, Penn- 
sylvania: Running Press, 1989), softcover, 
110 pages, $8.95. 

Published only six months apart, these 
two new books on stunt flying bear the 
same price but in all other respects could 
not be more unlike. 

Gomberg's book is actually a compila- 
tion of material provided by an impressive 
list of 1 8  experienced U.S. pilots. Chief 
among them is Rick Bell, formerly of 
Hyperkites, who had already prepared 
much of the contents but wanted no 
credit for it whatsoever. (Gomberg listed 
Bell anyway, and Kite Lines mentions his 
contribution now for the record.) 

Although the book is already out-of- 
date (Gomberg himself admits, "Before 
the ink is dry on this page, new kite de- 
signs, materials and applications will be- 
come available". . .), it will still give a kiter 
a boost equivalent to weeks of practice 

to go through this book before spending 
lots of time outdoors. 

Stunt Kites! teaches such useful things 
as the push turn, the use of fabric protec- 
tion spray, how to  tune a foil, how to per- 
fect the "Eagle-has-landed" landing, con- 
cepts for stacking, reverse flying (confus- 
ingly called by some "solo" flying) and 
team practice and patterning. All is deliv- 
ered with logical sequencing, important 
emphasis on safety and a sense of humor. 
Equally as vital as the good information in 
this book is the lack of bad information. 

Not thatStuntKites! is a perfect book. 
There are missing parts: the "history" is 
compressed into less than one paragraph 
as part of the introduction; too little is 
said about handles or winders; the dia- 
grams of stunt patterns are uninspiringly 
meager; and not a single brand name is 
mentioned, a decision that provides 
impartiality but cuts out information. 
Flaws of commission exist, too, such as 
the amusing excess of quotation marks. 

Perhaps the most painful shortcoming 
is the book's weak graphics: the cover 
picture illustrates a body position that is 
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advised against in the text; and the inside 
illustrations and page layouts, fresh off a 
home computer, are ragged, uninviting, 
even confusing. 

But speedy production has its advan- 
tages: Gomberg prints only 4,000 copies 
at a time and has the option of updating 
as often as the changing sport requires. 
Updatability is already a feature of the re- 
sources list inserted loose in each book. 

The strength of Gomberg's work is the 
10 years of experience that the author- 
compiler brings to the job (and it does 
take experience even to  compile material 
intelligently from other experts). It's a 
book full of nuts-and-bolts advice and 
words to fly by, such as: It's Never the 
Wind's Fault; Don't Be Afraid to Experi- 
ment; and Remember the Four C's of 
Responsible Kiting - Caution, Courtesy, 
Common Sense and Control. 

Finally, there is a paragraph on carpal 
tunnel syndrome ("stunt pilot's wrist") 
that alone is worth the price of the book. 

We hope the perceived quality of Stunt  
Kites! does not deprive the book of the 
audience it deserves. 

Far better dressed is The Stunt  Kite 
Book by Fujino and Ruhe, the boomerang 
experts. This book will be sold later this 
year for $14.95 with a kite, a marketing 
ploy that must have made sense to some- 
body. In the meantime, we read the book 
on its own merits as a clear, useful intro- 
duction to the sport. 

Like Gomberg, these authors worked 
fast to capitalize on the stunt kite boom. 
The book is remarkably up-to-date and 
even has a section on the Revolution I, 
which, with its four control lines, has 
started a new offshoot of stunt kiting. 

The book does have history, a short 
and shallow chapter of it. In addition, at 
the end of each chapter appears a brief 
biography of a "big name" in the sport. 
These profiles have no relationship to the 
chapter topics, an arrangement which is 
puzzling at first, but once you get used to 
it you realize that if the bios were all 
grouped together they might get passed 
over. They are, in fact, one of the better 
features of the book. 

We found the writing style smooth and 
the organization good, proceeding from 
kite selection through launching, trouble- 
shooting and first maneuvers. The latter is 
very descriptive and helpful. However, 
once the book gets you started, it abrupt- 
ly leaves you and goes off to more chal- 
lenging matters, such as competitions and 

fancy maneuver patterns. The chapter on 
"Fun and Games" is an exception and 
can be used by novice and expert alike. It 
brings together neatly a heretofore scat- 
tered list of kite games. 

There are many slips: the incredible 
mislabeling of a Japanese Edo kite as a 
rokkaku and an Indian fighter as Korean; 
the limited list of stunt kite clubs sans ad- 
dresses; the strange drawing of a parafoil. 
The lists of reference books and "Good 
Places to Fly" were disappointments. 

On the other hand, some of the re- 
sources lists are helpful, especially the 
brave effort to chart all manufactured 
stunt kites into categories for "beginner, 
intermediate and advanced." 

Running Press is known for publishing 
books with stylish graphics on the latest 
"in" topics. So we weren't surprised when 
the editing showed signs of rushing. We 
were much more shocked that the book's 
aura of competence was allowed to  dim 
when the black-and-white photos includ- 
ed kites limply hanging on a wall instead 
of flying, a weird picture of Peter Powell 
in clown makeup and an ignorant silhou- 
etting of the Skyfoil C26,  as well as sever- 
al photos that simply are too dark, fuzzy 
or small to offer much. But with its easy- 
to-read layout and 50,000 print run, The 
Stunt  Kite Book promises to reach a 
broad range of new and uncritical readers. 
It serves its purposes. -B.G./V,G./A.P.Z. 

New Edition Notes 

From Australia: Helen Bushel1 had become 
weary of handling all the details of keeping 
her two books in print, so she turned them 
over to a publisher. Make Mine Fly Vol. 1 
and Make Mine Fly Vol. 2-6 have been re- 
placed, more or less, by one book titled 
simply Make Mine Fly. Included are most 
of the contents of the earlier books plus 
new material, notably six full-size paper- 
fold kites along with lots of seasoned ad- 
vice and information. 

From England: Don't be confused. The 
Big Book o f  Kites by Jim Rowlands, now 
available in America, is identical to the 
original British Making and FlyingModern 
Kites. It contains the same kite plans, the 
same inconsistencies and the same British 
spellings. However, the cover is new: it 
shows a facet kite-upside down. Similar 
story on the back cover. If it's any com- 
fort, the book costs less in the American 
paperback version. 

From Germany: Normally for a Kite 
Lines book review we choose a writer 
who speaks the book's language. We 
slipped in our Spring 1988 review of 
Wolfgang Schimmelpfennig's Drachen 
bauen und steigen lassen. The excellent 
drawings and photographs seduced us 
into believing the German text was as 
good as the illustrations. 

Now we have the work in an English 
translation, Making and Flying Kites, and 
suddenly we see flaws that had been hid- 
den before by the language difference. To 
some extent, of course, these flaws could 
have been introduced by a poor transla- 
tion. Since Wolfgang speaks good English, 
we know he didn't translate his own ma- 
terial, or even check it over. If he had, he 
could have corrected such things as: the 
transposed Thai chula and pakpao kites 
(with misspelled papkao, yet); the "car- 
bon fibre tuning" (must have meant "car- 
bon fibre tubing") and the "whizzers" in- 
stead of "hummers." 

But some of the mistakes seem to have 
been Wolfgang's own originally, for exam- 
ple the unclear aerodynamics and the seri- 
ous neglect of safety information. Then 
of course we have the agony of those 
awkward metric conversions, which are 
nobody's fault, but give us an unreal 
world of tenths-of-inches and optimum 
winds of 9-113 to 18-314 mph! 

The strong points still come through: 
high-quality color photographs; many 
good clear drawings for 15 kites and a 
spinning windsock, preceded by a legend 
for the drawings (seldom if ever seen in 
kite books); three pages (originally a fold- 
out) of diagrams of sewing techniques, 
joints and knots; and Wolfgang's master- 
work, the Double Eddy Flaero Train, gen- 
erously shared with all makers. 

The drawings give the book universal 
value outside all languages, but the text 
offers even more tips. (For example: to 
prevent wooden spar ends from splinter- 
ing, dip them into adhesive and allow to  
dry.) Thus, in spite of its shortcomings, 
Wolfgang's book remains practical and 
attractive. Besides, the American edition, 
hardbound, costs less than the paperback 
from Germany! 

So far, this book has been translated 
into Dutch, Italian and French as well as 
English. We wonder how the other edi- 
tions fared. Maybe the English was the 
best of the lot. The Italian version mis- 
spelled the author's name on the cover! 

-KG 
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Ram-Air Sled 

8673 Cherry Lane 

r- 

Introducing 
Mr. Rugged 

2 DYNA-KITE corp. 
P.O. Box 24 
Three Rivers, MA 0 1080 
(41 3)283-2555 

The second generation of the top entry-level 
stunt kite on the market has arrived. 

A rugged, lightweight fiberglass frame and simple assembly make Dyna-Kite the easiest and most 
forgiving way to become a stunt kite flyer. Since the original Dyna-Kite was introduced several 
years ago we have listened closely to what our customers have had to say. From those suggestions, 
and our own test and development, the Dyna-Kite has undergone steady refinement. We invite you 
to fly one and see for yourself. 

The new Dyna-Kite . . . watch the skies for it! 
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Design Wokshop 

Charlie's Angel: The Flying Wedge 

By Charles A. Sotich 

Tools Materials 
In addition t o  the usual kitemaking tools, 1 plastic bag (trash bag or  similar, a t  
you will need a small drill (or something least 2411 x 24"). The thinner and lighter 
t o  make a clean 1116-inch hole in thin the better. 
balsa), a small pair of pliers or wire cut- 4 dowels, 11811 diameter, 1811 long 
ters, a needle, rubber cement and model 3 dowels, 11811 diameter, 1211 long 
airplane glue. e 2 bamboo sticks, 111611 diameter, 6.5 11 

I A F O R E W O R D  

long (from bottle rocket or skewers) 
12 feet of carpet thread for  bracing 
3 0  feet of crepe paper streamer for tail 
1 sheet of thin (1181f) balsa for gussets, 

large enough t o  make six 1 llxlll triangles. 
A piece about 111 x 611 should be okay. 

2 pieces of 1/16 11 outside diameter alu- 
minum tubing, each piece 1 inch long 

2 pieces of 113211 diameter piano wire, 
each piece 2 inches long 

First Things First 
1. Make six triangular gussets from the 

sheet of balsa, each about  111 x 111. The 
dimensions are not critical, but  the 90- 
degree angles are. The grain of the wood 
should be parallel t o  the hypotenuse. 

2. Drill a 1116-inch hole in the center 
of four of the  gussets. Size the holes t o  fit 
the diameter of the  bamboo sticks. 

3. Make the basic bottom frame by 
gluing together two 18-inch dowels and 
two 12-inch 
dowels t o  o r  Ipw 
a rectangle. Re- :*,,. 
inforce the two 
rear corners by 
gluing a gusset 
(with hole) t o  
each. Reinforce 
the two front corners by gluing a gusset 
(without hole) to  each. 

4. Make the basic top  frame by gluing 
together two 18-inch 
dowels and one 12-inch REAR 

dowel t o  form a rec- 
tangular U-shape. Re- 
inforce the two rear 
corners by gluing a gus- 
set (with hole) t o  each. 1 F R O N T  

5. To keep the  rear of the  Wedge 
open, make two spacers by  wrapping 
several turns of 

-6"- carpet thread ,-3 

around both r65"- 

ends of both bamboo sticks a t  a distance 
of 114-inch in from each end. The thread 
will act  as a stopper when the spacers are 
inserted into the  holes in the balsa gussets. 

6 .  Glue each piece of aluminum tub- 
ing t o  the front corners of the bot tom 
frame, in front of the gussets, one on 
each side. With model airplane cement, 
glue a small square (11211 or 3/41!) of silk 
or nylon around the tubing and the dowel 
t o  secure the  connection. 

7. Bend and cut  each piece of wire t o  
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castle 
car 

.I. I .  

These are but a few of the many 
origtnal designs in our collection 
whlch coversalmost every type 
of modern and classic kite 
from extended-wing Cody to Ilne- 
objects like a lifelike inflating pig. 

we ~nvite retailers to ask for our catalogue 
and wholesale pricelist 

VACUUM 
P.O.Box 8 2 0  3 5 0 0  AV Utrecht Holland 

AKA/ KTA membe~ 

WHEN YOU CANT SM IT 
WITHAKITE ... 

WITWITHA CARD... 

... ORAT- m... 

36 Card designs 
Many Tshirt designs 

Call or write for a free brochure - 

The YO-YO with a BRAINB 

The world's longest spinning and only automaticall~returning yo-yo! 
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Ohashi's Arch Trains: How to Engineer One 

By John E Van Gilder and Eiji Ohashi 

Editors: Anyone who has flown a long 
train of kites has noticed that when you 
walk them down the kites tend to  rise 
behind you as well as ahead of you, form- 
ing an arch in the sky. 

Purposely planning a train to form an 
arch was an idea whose time had come. 
Gary Schmitt of Indianapolis, Indiana 
flew an arch train of 100 sled kites in 
1980, but he didn't disseminate the idea. 
It remained for others to  do  so. 

In 1985 and 1987, Jack Van Gilder 
observed aich trains as a trend in the 
making at the Washington State Interna- 
tional Kite Festival at Long Beach. He 
wrote to  Kite Lines in January 1988 pro- 
posing to  write about it. He never finished 
the article. However, the original proposal 
was good enough to print. Here is what 
Van Gilder said: 

I n the past, all kite trains had one thing 
in common: a person held one end and 

the other end was up in the air. As all 
train observers can tell you, there are two 
general types: 

I I 

In the present, we are seeing many dif- 
ferent kinds of kites in trains: boxes, 
parrot-shaped deltas, delta-Conynes, 
Eddys (the most common) and others. 

On the horizon, springing up here and 
there, is something new: the arch train. 
The first one I ever saw was at Long 
Beach in 1985 (flier unknown), like this: 

Len Conover 
plays with an 
Ohashi arch train 
of 70 kites in 
shifting winds. 
Walking the free 
end around past 
the tethered end 
makes interesting 
patterns. Looks like 
it might tangle, yes? 
No, it doesn't. 

ARCH TRAIN OF SLEDS 

Then in 1987, also at Long Beach, the 
Washington Kitefliers Association made a 
club project of parading arches in forma- 
tion on the beach, using six 50-kite trains, 
made up of sled kites, sort of like this: 
Different for- 
mations were 
attempted and 
then, as a cli- 
max, one arch- 
holder would 
let go of one 
end of each 
arch, and the 
trains would 
then be walked 
around. We be- 
lieved the close 
order drill for- 
mation possi- 

SIX ARCH TRAINS 
WALKEDAROUND 

I N  CIRCLES 

FOUR 

J 

sending the train skyward, the kites turn 
around and fly frontwards again, like this: 

bilities were 
endless. The only trouble was that we were 
using sleds tha; branched off the main 
line, producing tangles and making uneven 
profiles in the sky (because the sleds were 
very active-boy, they were all over!) 

Now Dave Checkley* has brought pic- 
tures back from Japan of a four-arch 
group of trains, using Eddys, bridled 
through-the-kite, that will fly backwards! 
When the arch-holder lets go of the end, 

'Dave Checkley died September 15, 1988. See 
Kite Lines Winter 1988-89, page 69. Jack Van 
Gilder died seven months later, April 15, 1989. 
See page 68 of this issue. 

This is accomplished by using kites with a 
reversible dihedral angle. The limber bam- 
boo spines are taped along their entire 
lengths t o  the kite skins. 

I predict that we will be seeing more 
arch trains of the Eddy type, which are 
said to  be more stable and clean in profile 
than sleds. I think this will be the next 
team activity, akin to  team stunt flying- 
especially if the arch trains are color- 
coordinated ! 

Editors: While we were waiting for Jack's 
article to  arrive, we read in the July 1988 
"Cervi Volanti" newsletter of the Associa- 
zione Italiana Aquilonisti a report from 
the Kuwait Times stating that Eiji Ohashi, 
Japan's premier train maker, had flown a 
100-meter (about 3 28-foot) arch train on 
March 6, 1988, between two towers a t  a 
national festival in Kuwait. 

Wondering if there were a connection 
between Van Gilder and Ohashi, we wrote 
to the latter and Ohashi replied with a 
lovely arch train of 70 kites and a letter: 

A rches are integral to Islamic culture. 
In Kuwait I flew a 600-meter (about 

1,968-foot) arch train over the Kuwait 
Towers. In Qatar I flew a small arch train, 
and the minister of culture of Qatar came 
through and under it by car. 

Last August I was invited to  Berlin, West 
Germany. There we flew an arch train on 
the lake from two boats. Changing the 
speed of the boats, we could control the 
relative speed of the wind. We had very 
good wind for the kites every day! 

Some special qualities of my arch trains 
are as follows: 

1. If cut by another kite line, the arch 
becomes two kite trains and the kites do 
not fly away. 

2. The kites are flat, not bowed, so 
when one puts them into a box, one can 
push down on them firmly and keep more 

Continued on page 2 7. . . 
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2960 S. Old State Road 37, Bloomington, Indiana 47403 

The Best Method for 
Keeping Your Lines Neatly 

T~ Stored. The Fastest Hand- 
Operated Winder on the 
Market, for Single, Dual or 
Quad Lines. 

High strength yet light weight, 
injection molded plastic in 
popular day-glow colors. Also 
available in fiberglass. 

Resf Wholesale Prices Nationwide. 
Dealer Inquirks Invited. 

Wind line in or let it out with a twist of your wrist in less 
than 60 seconds with Carey I, I1 or 111. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL: 
6936 Saranac Street, San Diego, California 92115 

(619) 697-8557 or (619) 697-2405 

7 
PAT. NO. D260,479 



lnn0VdOfLS . . .Continued from pagP 25 HOW MAKE ARCH TRAIN KITES 

kites than normal in the same size box. 
3. As a result of their piano wire cross- 

spars, the kites fly at a higher angle and 
with less pull than kites using other spars, 
such as bamboo. This would be a good 
kite to use t o  break the world train record. 

4. The arch train can fly not only t o  
leeward but to all directions. 

An arch means "welcome," "friendly." 
I hope many kitefliers will fly arch trains 
all over the world for peace. My dream is 
t o  fly my arch train over noted places in 
the world. (I  am looking for sponsors.) 

Editors: For those who cannot build their 
own arch trains, Eiji Ohashi makes and 
sells them, complete and ready to fly. An 
arch of 7 0  kites (7 colors, 10 kites each) 
on 140 meters (about 459 feet) of line is 
priced at  US$200 (plus $20 for air mail 
shipping to the USA or Europe). Order 
directly from: Eiji Ohashi, 1-81-1 Naka- 
mura-kita, Nerima-ku, Tokyo 176, JAPAN. 

Note also that in the near future we ex- 
pect t o  have copies of Ohashi's latest book 
Arch Kites and Creative Kite Trains avail- 
able through the Kite Lines Bookstore. 9 

" --S&ss 

2 STICKS PIANO W I R E  PLASTICTAIL $&% 
LENGTH 34cm. LENGTH 34cm. 
DIAMETER 1 8 m m  D~~~~~~~ F W I D T H  

T 
3cm 

CURVED OR BENT 

Distance between kites is 2 meters. Swiftachmentl pierces line. 
Flying line is 1.5 to Zmm diameter. Tape reinforces hole in kite. 

RIBBON CUTTING IN OPENING CEREMONIES 

KITE WITH 
CUTTING LINE 

ELCOMING ARCH 
DOUBLE ARCH TRIPLE ARCH 
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SKY DART 
The ACTION KITE SKY DART 

PHOENIX 20 
Why mess with perfection? This mainstay of 

recelves rave revues wherever it our company has been in production for 
5" goes. This kite is a real winner! Its almost five years now and still going strong. 

high-speed and extremely sharp 
' 

This award winning kite is a real performer 
turning ability should make this In light to moderate winds. Its large size 
kite your cho~ce  for competition. and bold colors in the sky are a sight to 

behold. 

SUPER SKY DART - 112" 
This redesign of our standard SKY STAR DART 
DART is available in two stunning Thls k ~ t e  promises vlceless flying. 
patterns. Outstanding mobility and 44,, 

The STAR DART is very sensitive 
fast, sharp turns make t h ~ s  kite an and responsive, hut also very 
impressive member of the Action forgiving. The STAR DART - ~t 
Kites family. flies the way you want ~t to fly. 

ACTION 8.2 ACTION COMBO 
The ACTION 8.2 - ~mitated but never The ACTION COMBO presents you 
duplicated. This high-performance, little with the compet~tive edge. This kite 
brother of the PHOENIX 20 is popular for is an exciting new concept in stunt 

6" ~ t s  high speed, tight turns, and ease of k~tes ,  combin~ng dis~mllar, but 
flight. Easy assembly and small storage slze complimentary wings. The ACTION 
make the 8.2 an ideal traveling companion. COMBO will give you a very unique 

style of flight. 

Action Kites NoNaMe N~u! 
on the cutting edge 4+ 

6284 Via Regla, San Diego, CA 92122 . (619) 453-8795 Fax Number: . 4202-Q Sorrento Valley Blvd., San Diego, CA 92121 . (619) 452-6151 619-452-2536 dealer inquiries invited 

Cloth kites, Mylar@ kites, 
stunt kites, string, windsocks, toys, " w Bxldr~ fighter kites, paper kites 

and accessories. 
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The brightest most advanced kite 
lighting system available. 

MITE FLIGHT LIGHTING SYSTEMS 
Phase 1 (01) System: 2 24" x 1" flexible strips. Ten lights per 
strip, sequentially lighting building to a brilliantly lighted strip. 
And introducing: Phase 2 (02) System: 2 24" x 0.6" flexible 
strips expandable to 4 8  w~th 02 + add-on system. 

- .  Dealer inquiries invited. 
See your local kite shop 
or contact us at: 
13304 E. Valley 81vd. 
La Puente, CA 91746 
(818) 961-8849 

LIGHTING SYSTEMS 

FLEXIFOIL 
1 

1 

PACKED WITH 

POWER 
e 4  Ft. HOT SHOT 

6 Ft. STACKER 
10 Ft. SUPER 10 

\qtq NEW COLORS! 
NEW ULTRAFLEX SPAR 

WHOLESALE - DISTRIBUTOR 
P. 0. BOX 290 LAVALLETTE NJ 08735 

201 - 506 - 0461 
Write for FLEXIFOIL dealer nearest 

you and 'stacking' handout. 

A Comprehensive Three-Day 
Study In The "How-To 3" 

Of The Kite Business 
proven Sales Techniques 
On Target Employee Incentive 
Programs and Training 
Exciting Store Layout And Design 
Strategies For Consistent Growth 
Successful Advertising And 
Home Run Promotions 
Effective Business Management 
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Join Others & Discover The Trade Secrets 
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For More Info, ition, write or ca1l:T KITE L( 551 
Ocean City, Maryland 21 842. (301 ) 289-7855. FAX 289-5726. 
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Return to Bali 
0 

n an island of gently 
swaying tropical 
palms, fertile rice 
paddies and a con- 

tinual flow of water from the 
mountains to  the sea, lies one 
of the most unusual kite cul- 
tures in the world. Described 
by Drs. Rai Girigunadhi, the 
president of the organizing 
committee for the kite fes- 
tival, and himself an avid kite 
builder and flier, kiteflying 
(literally "kite play" in the 
local language) is a commun- 
ity activity-enjoyed by the 
Balinese people throughout 
all the stages of their lives. 

held a technical seminar in 
order to begin the process of 
recording the Balinese history 
of kites, which they plan to 
translate and make available 
later. In the meantime, I was 
lucky enough to have two of 
the myths recited to me by 
Girigunadhi. I include a syn- 
opsis (see box) though I do 
not do justice to the romance, 
terror, beauty and subtlety 
that the stories evoke when 
told by the Balinese. 

The traditional kites-the 
bebean (the fish-shaped kite 
with split tail and side fins), 
the pecukan (the leaf kite 

As adults, the Balinese The great bebean kites of Bali: opposite, flying above the rice paddies; which has the least stability 
compete with huge creations above, resting on one side as a backdrop at a banjar (village center). and which requires the most 
of bamboo and cloth, de- skill to fly) and the janggan 
scribed by Shakib Gunn in "The Kites of achieved in complex and ceremonious (long-tailed kite)-are each fascinating for 
Bali" (Kite Lines, Spring 1985). But as cremations. their unique shape, team construction 
children and adolescents, they actively The images of Bali are full of the inter- and size, but I thought it would be most 
pursue kite play, and the sky above Bali is twinings of life and death, the struggles of interesting to focus this article on the 
constantly alive with small kites of every gods and humans, and the kites themselves kreasi barn, the "new creation" kites. 
description. are offered as prayers on the wind to bring 

T 
he traditional kites have a sirn- 

Children work with the simplest of good fortune. Before flying kites, the Bali- plicity of line, geometry and col- 
materials: leaves, feathers and (in the nese make offerings to the god of kites, or which is easy for Westerners 
towns) paper and cloth. Young boys Rareangon (the shepherd). to comprehend. In contrast, the 
create delightful bird kites with three- Kitemaking in Bali is an oral tradition, hand painted kreasi barn kites are com- 
dimensional bodies of cloth laid over handed down from father to son. "Pro- plex in structure and decoration and they 
complex bamboo frames, with wings that fessional" kite designers (undaqi) are the represent unfamiliar myths. I had remem- 
fold out and are cleverly tensioned by an village architects, responsible for the de- bered them from my previous visit as 
arrangement of bamboo, rings and string. sign of buildings, cremation towers and garish and unusual. A more detailed ex- 
At the seashore, small paper sleds dart many other aspects of Balinesedesign. En- amination brought many fascinating 
and weave on gentle breezes. dowed by the caste system, the undaqi features to light. Like so many aspects of 

The large kites that compete in the gain experience by working with their Balinese art, these kites are constructed in 
Balinese kite flying championships are fathers and refining their skills with time. meticulous detail. 
prepared by teams from local villages. While kite plans are not recorded in The construction of the kreasi banc 
Using whole bamboo, cloth and paint, writing, some written kite myths have kites is at the discretion of the village 
they create flying images from mythology survived the erosion of time, captured in undaqi, and so they vary dramatically 
and the Hindu religion. lontan, books written on dried palm in what they depict and how they are 

To gain a true understanding of Bali- leaves, joined together by a string through built. They range from representations of 
nese kites requires a deeper knowledge of their centers. The lontan containing the Siva (or Shiva, the crearorldestroyer god) 
Hinduism than I could glean on this, my myths date from the eighth century. In and Siva's carrier (the mythical Garuda 
second trip to  Bali. This is a culture these myths, kites play a part in the inter- bird) through animals and insects, t o  kites 
where life is dedicated to  reincarnation action of god and man. addressing modern social issues. One of 
and is culminated by the purification The Balinese Kite Association recently these was a kite extolling the wisdom of 
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family planning. (Indonesia has had an 
extensive birth control program since the 
mid-1970s, and its message has pervaded 
all forms of popular culture, from dance 
t o  shadow puppetry t o  kitemaking.) The 
festival's sponsors advertise with kreasi 
baru kites, one depicting a flying hotel, 
another giant three-dimensional flying 
cans of beer. One of the  unique features 
of the  kreasi baru kites is the  decorative 
and brightly painted three-dimensional 
gods, humans and animals which project 
from their surfaces. 

All the  kites utilize bamboo extensive- 
ly dnd are covered in cotton or, more . . . 
frequentl! these days, a clothlng grade 
n!.lon cloth (not r~pstop) .  Thcy are 

THE SHEPHERD BOY THE STOLEN QUEEN 

hile grazing his bull in the fields, a recently married king and his queen 

king's demand will be his ruin. many diamond-shaped kites flying there. 

the queen awakes, she 
recognizes the symbol 
it. She then flies the 

h of the cave, and the 
rescue. After a terrific 

ther is the first her king are happily 

always brightly painted, and complex 
detail is evident in the  painting. Large 
projecting forms, such as human bodies, 
are woven in the bamboo with material 
stretched and glued over it. Structural 
joints are lashed and glued with adhesives 
specially developed for  the  tropical hu- 
midity. Sections of the kites (such as faces 
and hands) which are t o o  complex t o  
build over bamboo frames, are carved, 
painted and attached t o  the  figures. Origi- 
nally of wood, t h e  carvings now are poly- 
styrene foam t o  decrease the  weight of 
the kites. I examine one hand-painted 
monkey mask which has pig's hair glued 
to it for realistic eyelashes and beard. 

The three-dimensional characters are 
formed from woven bamboo, selected 
from the many varieties which abound on  
the island. The most suitable bamboo is 
not found near the  coast (where constant 
sea breezes give rise t o  the best kiteflying) 
but in the  foothills. Its superiority lies in 
its strength for a given diameter. 

The best bamboo has grown for about 
three-and-a-half years and has a two-inch 
diameter. It is dried for a minimum of 
three weeks (though the longer the  better) 
and split into quarter-inch strips. The 
outer surface is then trimmed t o  about  
one-sixteenth of an inch. Because of its 
natural flexibility, the outer surface of 
the bamboo is used for  all the sculptural 
surfaces. A square weave is used primarily, 
with additional strength from diagonally 
tied string or  bamboo strips. The Balinese 
d o  not smoke the bamboo t o  extend the 
life of the  structures, so their kites can 
survive only a few years. 

Modern coverings are cloth, but  we 
are treated to  a demonstration of the  
traditional technique of stripping palm 
trunk for  use as a kite covering. The vil- 
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Top, left to right, kreasi baru 
(new creation kites): garuda bird; 
Siva rising from the lilies (1988 
grand prize winner); bird: 
and cremation tower kite. 
Below left and right, 
pecukan kites. 

to fly it, but also does an expert job. As 
at all kite events in Asia, the sun shines 
brightly and it can be very humid. The or- 
ganizers provide an official awning as 
shade from the sun and a plentiful supply 
of cold sterilized water is available from 
one of the sponsors. 

The progressive decline in the number 
of local entries over the past 10 years is 

I of concern to the guest fliers. The reasons 
given vary from year to year, ranging 
from the notion that the same villages 
win consistently to  the enormous expense 
(considering Bali's cost of living) in the 

I construction of a giant Balinese kite. 
This year the festival is held several 

months later than usual, and some kite- 

lagers work in teams of about 20 in the 
shady open air meeting hall known as a 
banjar. (The kitemakers are collectively 
called sekehe, literally "kite lovers.") 
Specialists in various techniques of con- 
struction are supervised by the undaqi. 

The palm trunk is shaved to a smooth 
surface and split into thin layers which 
are translucent and have a visible cellular 
structure. Allowed to dry, the material 
forms into a thick plastic-like layer which 
is lightweight and readily used as kite 
covering. 

We also watch as bamboo is split, using 
a stone as a natural stop. Two men strain 
to form the split and shaved bamboo into 
line for lashings, using their full opposed 
weights to tighten the knots. 

The frames of the kreasi baru kites 
vary enormously in their design and con- 
struction. Most use a central bamboo pole, 
and all the kites I examine are symmet- 

rical. The decorative figurines are attached 
to the central pole. Bridling is usually two- 
legged, occasionally three-legged. All the 
materials used in construction of the kites 
are donated by the local community. 

T 
he government supports the kite 
festival to preserve Balinese cul- 
ture, motivate local kitemakers, 
promote home industry and in- 

crease tourism. Though the festival is an 
international event, it is unique in its ap- 
proach. The festival is a competition 
among the local villages for the mis t  out- 
standing kite, and the international par- 
ticipants are not the central attraction. 
Still, we are given several opportunities 
to fly our kites and they crea&an instant 
crowd whenever we do fly. 

Bali is one of the friendliest places in 
the world to  flv kites, and no sooner do I 
launch a kite than I can hand i t t o  some- 
one in the crowd who is not only willing 

makers do not believe that there will be 
sufficient wind to lift their creations, 
since the winds are seasonal and the large 
kites require strong winds. 

The Balinese calendar is also dominated 
by many religious festivals. Some of the 
Balinese are quite involved in a festival of 
blessing the whole island and-though it is 
still some months away-they are too 
busy making elaborate arrangements to 
dedicate the villages' efforts towards kite 
construction. 

Shakib Gunn expresses the hope that 
some of the (relatively) rich Western kite 
groups will also provide support to the 
Balinese in an effort to preserve this 
unique kiting event. 

In an effort to encourage the Bali- 
nese to enter future competitions, Shakib 
and Michael Seet arrange for the Singa- 
pore Kite Association to donate a magni- 
ficent winner's trophy and cash prizes 
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(Singapore $100) for each category of 
kite. It will be another two years before 
we see if this has the desired effect, but 
in the meantime I encourage any kite- 
flier who can to  visit this event. It is 
visually spectacular and unlike any other 
kitc festival in the world. The organizers 
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., 
offer a discount package for airfare and 
hotels-and even arrange transportation 

heats for judging the best kite in each 
category. The morning starts with a pro- 
cession of kites and teams followed by 
their gamelan orchestras across the fly- 
ing field. In the judge's tower, an official 
chanter adds rhythmic percussion and en- 
couragement to the fliers-and the wind. 

Each heat consists of 10 or 11 kites 
which are judged on their design, con- 
struction and flight. This year, because of 
the later timing of the event, the surroun- 
ding paddy fields are green, fertile and 
full of water. When the winds are light, 
the flying teams dash through the water 
in an effort to keep their kites aloft. If a 
kite comes down over a paddy, 20 or 30 
people rush into the water to catch it and 
prevent its getting wet. 

The bebean kites pull around 150-200 



- -  "-- 
pounds and are held by three or four men. 
The launching process is particularly in- 
teresting. The kite is held upright a t  one 
end of  the  field and 10 or  so team mem- 
bers space themselves along 200 feet of 
flying line. The line is plastic rope or oc- 
casionally a quarter-inch monofilament. 
Each of the launchers has an eight-inch 
stick which he wraps into the line. As the 
kite ascends on launch, each member waits 
until the line is tensioned, then he releases 
his stick which flips out  of the line. The 
next flier in the chain then takes the 
strain. The kites ripple and jerk on this 
quick launch, and there is little room t o  
maneuver if the kite develops too  much 
instability. Occasionally the launch ends 
in a crash. Once flying, however, the  kites 
have a reasonable range of stability, and 
they fly evenly. 

The exception, and therefore the  most 
difficult and demanding t o  fly, is the 
pecukan, and its fliers are credited as the  
most skilled. Often the pecukan will yaw 
just a little, then oscillate wildly and tum- 
ble from t h e  sky. Crash landings are much 
appreciated by the  crowd. They are sur- 
prised by  the  launch of a Western stunt 
kite which suddenly turns and dips under 
control of the flier. Laughter and admira- 
tion come from the spectators when they 
realize that  the kite will not  crash. 

Of course, it is the  children who make 
the event special, and hundreds of small 
boys invade the flying field for a chance 
t o  fly any of the kites. Shakib organizes a 
group of them to fly his Peter Lynn Tri-D 
box in the lightest winds, and many of 
them are required t o  shift the kite's 
position before running its line downwind 
t o  launch it for a short flight. With the 
memory of their enjoyment in my mind, 
it will be easy for m e  t o  return t o  Bali for 
the next festival. 0 

A child in Rali n1-y~ with a foreign bird kite. 

High-Tech LED 

Powered By Long-Lasting, 
Lightweight 9V Battery 
(Battery Not Included) 

Completely Assembled and 
Self-Contained Models 

Choose Lights from 3 
Colors: Red, Yellow, Green 
(on Star-Lite and Aero-Lite Only) 

Bright, Large, Uniform Light 
Emitting Areas 

Easy to Install on Single 
Line Kites or Stunt Kites 

Models Available 

Sky-MotionTM 5 Dual-Color (Red-Green) Lights Change as 
$64.95 Kite is Maneuvered. Spectacular on Stunt Kites! 

Star-LiteTM 6 Lights (Red, Yellow or Green) Twinkle to Create a 
$59.95 Beautiful Display, Especially on Box Kites! 

Aero-LiteTM 8 Lights (Red, Yellow or Green) Flash in Sequence, 
$69.95 Excellent for Stunt Kites and Large Deltas! 

........................ 
Send check or money order: Tronology , Inc. 
Allow 4 - 6 weeks for delivery p.0, Box 372798 

Satellite Beach, Florida 32937-0798 
L.E.D. Color(s) (407) 777-7901 

Model Quantity Total 

Ship to: 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

Please Add $3.00 for UPS Shipping and Handling per order (U. S. orders only) 
Florida Residents Please Add 6% Sales Tax Dealer Inquiries Welcome 
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In lhe Wind 

News, Rumors G Miscellany 

, . 
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s we go to press, Tal Streeter, ite books are a-comin': another alt Whippo 
11-known kite artist and by Wolfgang Schimmelpfennig, writes: "Whei 

author, is in Westport, Washington titled Lenkdrachen bauen und my wife Wilma ran for 
attempting to  fly a new Longest fliegen (Stunt Kite Making and Citycommissioner, Iflew 
Kite Tail. A bigredDoug Hagaman Flying) is due out fromitsGerman this 'Whippo' kite train 

\ 
parafoil will haul up four to five publisher in August. Fly Kites, a (right) all over town (Cocoa 
miles of foot-wide %-ounce rip- kitbook by the admired David Beach, Florida) for weekspre- single bridle point. Tails are six- 
stop, hemmed on both sides. Has Pelham, has been delayed, will be ceding the election.The kitesgot foot-long plastic surveyor's ribbon 
to be the most sensational Flying published in 1990. And we hear lotsof attention and made the six 'and spacing is five feet. Perfor- 
Red Line ever made by Tal. Full that Maxwell Eden's book, Kite- o'clock TV news on election day. mance is monotonously reliable. 
report to come. works, will at last be available "The kites are 261 x 3211, cov- "She won (the election). I like 

Speaking of Tal, his collection from Sterling in the fall. ered with Silkspan and have a to think (the kites) helped." 
of 60-some Japanese kites plus 
photos are on exhibit at the Mu- abe you ever heard of flying etting jaded about windsocks Diisseldorf, West Germany. Enrico 
seum Gallery of the White Plains kites in a parade?" asks Ellen 

' 
are we? Have a look at Enrico and friends often fly this and H 

Library, White Plains, New York. Rubenstein Chelmis of Charlotte, Zamponelli's Octopus Windbag, a other apparitions at public events 
Called "The Art of the Japanese North Carolina. "On March 18, 7.4-meter (about 24-foot) long and are working on "daylight 
Kite," the show runs from April 23 members of C.A.K.E. (Carolina monster, weight 2000 grams fireworks," that is, windbags 
to August 3 1, 1989. Area Kite Enthusiasts) appeared (about four pounds). The photo suspended in the air andlitC'either 

in Charlotte's St. Patrick's Day was taken at the Aqua-Zoo in by fuses or wireless." 

s eptember 22 to 24 of this year Parade, wearing coordinated pur- 
will see the first serious new ple sweatshirts and hats, each 

kite altitude record effort since decorated with the C.A.K.E. logo, 
the Brits tried so hard back in the hats also sporting shiny 
1980 (remember KARA?) This plastic pinwheels. Two of us 
time the would-be hero is Guido carried the club banner, one 
Accascina who will gather his pulled a little wagon with a 
team in Nettuno (Rome), Italy. boom box in it that played "Let's 
A festival's been built around the Go Fly A Kite" and the rest flew 
big try. For information, contact a wide variety of kites, many 
Guido Accascina,Via Case Nuove 3, handmade by yours m l y ,  on 
02034 Monto Poli (RI), ITALY, short strings attached to  four-foot 
telephone: 07-65-29559. poles while they roller-skated or 

rode bicycles! I didn't expect 
ell-liked, well-known kiteflier much wind on a city street with 

W L e l a n d  Toy is slowly recover- tall buildings on every side, but hina's tragic events just before merits of different cash registers. 
ing from a serious illness. Friends the wind came right behind us, so -we went to press have shaken A steady flow of talk and demon- 
should send cards and messages to  that the kites flew in front of us, many members of the kite com- stration showed everything Bill 
Lee at  8350 E. Indianola Avenue, and those of us on roller skates munity. Businesseswith China con- Ochse does to make a successful 
Scottsdale, Arizona 85251, or call were neatly pulled along by even nections especially have reacted business grow. The participants 
him at 602-945-7961. the smallest kites! " with shock and uncertainty, but included some establishedretailers 

some are hopeful that positive who came to  polish finer points 
relationships will survive. and discuss problems. Many pro- 

As for the China Kites Tour nounced the event well worth the 
sponsored by Kite Lines (about $950 plus accommodations. 
which readers will learn more in 
our next issue), we are hoping to hey got hysterical over the pig," 
resume it in 1990 as a meaningful, said Robbi Sugarmanof the big 
peaceful exchange between peo- sky show he put on with his pals 
ples. We are therefore keeping in the New York Sky Circus, a 
open the option of a tour for next stunt kite team. And the team was 
year and will re-evaluate the situa- hysterical, too, when it won the 
tion as we learn more about it. $25,000 prize! The pig windsock, 

If you would like to be on our a giant Spinsock, two Flow Forms 
updatemailing list, contact Roman and three Spin-offs were decorat- 
Associates (see particulars in the ed with "92.3 K-ROCK," a local 
announcement on page 12). We radio station's logo in competi- 
will be doing everything we can to  tion for most imaginative and 

? reaffirm the ongoing friendship visible display of the station's 
and enthusiasm that are part of call letters. The team flew its 
our lives as kitefliers. collection at Jones Beach, Shea 

Stadium and over the Stamford, 
only 7 .ou gotta believe the kite busi- Connecticut marathon, all the.  

o you collect kite puns? Don't , ness is growing when a seminar while being video-taped by 
we all? Latest hoot: Jocko Association. on kite retailing hosts 17 partici- Frank Abadie. The submitted 

Kichi, a 32-foot Legs kite made tograph and pants from all over the U.S. For video beat out 200 other con- 
by Martin Lester of England for three days in April, attendees were tenders, including an eight-foot 
Corey Jensen of California. Seen around the saturated by The Kite Loft staff champagne bottle in a boat and 
at the East Coast Stunt Kite Corn- hewonderful in Ocean City, Maryland with a 13-story logo hanging from a 
petition, Wildwood, New Jersey, Emblem on everything from broad business high-rise. Big town, big show, 
Mav 28. 1989. ne World. ~ h i l o s o ~ h v  to the comuarative birr laughs. big bucks. 9 



We run the Kite Lines Bookstore as a service and this is not 
to  be construed as an endorsement of any title. But we do 
guarantee your satisfaction with our services. We want you to 
feel just as if you were in the town bookstore, picking up 

want, try us, the Kite Lines Bookstore. i t  back on our shelf. No questions asked. 
We make a point of carrying nearly all the kite titles that are in We've noticed some trends in kite book publishing to  take titles out 

print-even some that cost us a lot of trouble and expense to obtain, of print and to  hike up prices suddenly. We suggest that if you are a 
Our collection grows and changes as we hunt out new kite books for serious collector of kite literature, you will be wise not to delay. Snap 

you. We invite your suggestions for new titles or improved service. Up the books you want NOW! 

Edo Dako (Edo Kites) Nihonno Tako 
by Masaaki Modegi, in 
Japanese and English. 
An elegant, full-color 
pictorial tribute to  1982 issue of a quar- 

terly art magazine. 
(Masaaki's father) and . This issue is devoted One of the most 
master kitemaker Teizo exquisite examples 
Hashirnoto. Includes Contains more than of kite literature 

available. Over 10x14 

Sosaku Tsure Dako Tori Dako (Bird 

(Vented Cellular 
Kites, Panel Kites) 
by Eiji Ohashi, in 

Japanese. Creative 
configurations for 

the used-to-be 
and construction basic box (clock, Habatake Tori 

Hikoki Dako (Airplane Kites) Majiku Dako (Magic Kites) by Hansen Dako (Ship Kites) by 
by Koji Hasebe, in Japanese. Takaji Kuroda, in Japanese. Morio Yajima, in Japanese. 
Easy plans for sophisticated Detailed plans for convertible Includes excellent illustrations, 
cellular kites with wings and boxes and "cubic" kites that numerous details, plus color 
fins. Plans include modern fold, flip and fly upside down. photos of ships in flight, both 
jets, the Concorde and a UFO. Sleds and traditional Japanese single- and multi-masted. 
Some color photos. kites, too. Color photos. Fascinating and challenging. 
Softcover, 54 pp., $14.95 Softcover, 77 pp., $14.95 Softcover, 66 pp., $14.95 

Make Mine Fly by Kite-Folds by Beth 
Helen Bushell. New Matthews. Contains 

1988 edition. Contains 

plus the "Skyvelope." 
beginners or experts. outdated references and Clever designs, good 

Plans include the regional (Australian) construction tips, but 
patented Trefoil delta resources and materials. text is not easy to 

(folded keel). Soft- Nice drawings, no photos. follow. Softcover, 

from Everywhere) by Werner schnell gebaut (Quick 
Backes, in German. Detailed and Easy Kitemaking) by Axel G.Voss, in German. 
illustrations and clear by Werner Backes, in Attractive little book for 
photographs of a 40-kite beginner or expert. Plans 
international sampler. for 10 kites include "Der 
Plans include Cloud Seeker, Albatros" (cover). Excellent 
Rhombus, parafoil, multi-cell illustrations, color photos, 
boxes, trains and aerial ozens of variations, plus tips and techniques. 

photography. Softcover, 128 pp., $12.95 accessories. Softcover, 64 pp., $8.95 Softcover, 64 pp., $7.95 
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From the UNITED STA TES . . . 

Stunt Kites! by David 
Gomberg. The first 

book on the subject. 
Thorough coverage of 

recommended 
for all kitefliers. 

Includes plans for 
more than 100 

puter drawings, no 
photographs. Softcover, 88 pp., $8.95 

Kites for Everyone by Kites An Historical Suwey The Art of  the Japanese 
Margaret Greger. by Clive Hart. Revised, Kite by Tal Streeter. Rare 
Good kite plans plus second edition (1982). in-depth personal profiles 
variations, accessories Invaluable reference work of Japan's master kite 
and knowledgeable with many illustrations artists, includes 130 
tips. Recommended and photos. Fascinating outstanding photos (52 in 
for beginners, experts research and reading. color). Informative and 
or the classroom. Extensive bibliography. touching. History and 

folklore. No plans, but a 
Softcover, 210 pp., $13.95 joy to read and read again. 

136 pp., $10.95 Hardcover, 210 pp., $29.95 Softcover, 181 pp., $14.95 

25 Kites That Fly by Leslie 
L. Hunt (kitemaker for the 

kitemaking series, 1984). U.S. Weather Bureau). 
Good fundamental tips and Originally written in 1929, 
easy plans for 8 basic kites. and reprinted many times. 
Plans include a rotor made Contains old reliable plans 

from foam meat trays and plus historical data and 
a Mylar fighter, plus photos. Lots of details 

fighting strategies. and kites not seen much Includes Flying Lampshade and Double Fish. 
Color drawings. Hardcover, 51 pp., $9.95 

Kites. The Science Make Your Own Kite 
Wonder by Toshio by John Jordan. Plans 
Hirotsugu Komura for nine kites using 
aerodynamics and unusual, but easily 

obtainable, materials. 
Includes Computer 
Card kite and spinning 
Space Station. Clear 
instructions, amusing 

, -..- , drsonal anecdotes. Black- 
and-white. Softcover, 90 pp., $6.95 

Super Kites II by Neil Easy-to-Make Decorative 
Thorburn. Numerous Kites by Alan and Gill 
illustrations, creative Bridgewater. Plans for 

construction techniques nine kites from "around 
using readily available the world." Surprising 

materials (mostly plastic designs, unusual materials 
trash bags). Also ideas and strange construction. 

for reels, equipment, Kites are more decorative 
and a little kite poetry. than airworthy, but draw- 

Good aerodynamic designs, b ings are large and clear. 
for beginners. Softcover, 112 pp., Softcover, 48 pp., $2.95 

Kite Flight by Jack Come Fight A Kite Wil Bear's Kite Book by 
Botermans and Alice by Dinesh Bahadur. 
Weve. Contains good Published in 1978, 
variety of kites and 
accessories, especially 
construction mater- 
ials. Attractive, but 

for beginning groups, 
individuals, workshops. Softcover, 48 pp., $4.95 



The & h Bookst- . . . Continued 

Kite Cookery by Don 
Dunford. Contains plans 

Fun with Kites by John and 
Kate Dyson. A bare-bones 
version of the original 1976 
hardcover. Contains plans 
for 10 kites, lacking details 
and poorly bridled-thus 
not for childrenlbeginners. 
Attractive cartoon-style 
drawings, metric measures. 
Softcover, 31 pp., $4.95 

Making & Flying Kites 
by Wolfgang 
Schimmelpfennig. Fine 
selection of kites, plans, 
photos, tips and 
materials, but should be 
read very carefully. It's 
a poor translation from 
the original German. 
Softcover, 80 pp., $9.95 

for four simple kites (box, 
delta, hexagon, dual-line 
diamond). Includes well 
thought out theories, 
aerodynamics and con- 
struction tips. Technical 
material in plain English. 

Still bargain priced. Softcover, 47 pp., $2.95 

The Kite Store Book of 
Kites by Mark Cotaell. 

Not fancy, but one of the 
most honest and refresh- 

7be  Big Book of Kites by Kite Aerial Photogvaphy 
Jim Rowlands. Identical by  Mark Cottrell. Every- 

to the original British thing you need to know 
Makina and Flvina about the subject t o  get 

Modern ~ > t e s .  ~Leve; 
instructions and drawings; 

includes 36 kite plans, 
four nages of colnr n i c  

started or improve your 
technique. Good combi- 
nation of technical data 

and common sense. Self- 

ing kite books in years. 
Ten kite plans plus the 

author's philosophy and 
a flovvv disk of computer -- ... - - - - - - - - - - - - 

tures, resources, index. published with computer. 
Softcover, 127pp., $11.95 Softcover, 44 pp., $10.95 

pro&& (IBM) for Gters. 
Softcover, 48 pp., $12.95 

Vliegers Zelf Maken 
(Making Kites Yourself) 
by Harm van Veen, in 
Dutch. An extensive 
collection of kite plans 
from small to large, 
classic to  modern, 
includes "Flying Jeans." 

IS, fine illustrations, lots 
Ill pp., $16.95 

Kleine Papieren 
Vliegers (Small Paper 
Kites) by Harm van 
Veen, in Dutch. An 
expertly assembled 
little book. Includes 
detailed plans for 10 
miniature fliers plus 

construction and flying techniques. 
Color photos. Softcover, 32 pp., $3.95 

Fo togvaferende Vliegers 
Picturetaking Kites) by 
Nop Velthuizen and Gerard 
van der Loo, in Dutch. Nice 
thorough treatment of kite 
aerial photography from 
earliest days to the present. 
Good photos, plans, tech- 
nical details and advice. 

1 Hardcover, 120 pp., $19.95 
Excellent photograpl 
of details. Softcover, 

Papir Sarkany (Paper 
Kites) by Istvan Bodoczky, 
in Hungarian. How to  make 
a wide selection of kites in 
paper, in all sizes. Includes 

standard kites and some 
original designs. Good 

illustrationsand photos 
show construction details. 
Softcover, 80 pp., $14.95 

Sarkanyepites (Kites) by 
Istvan Bodoczky, in 

Hungarian. Wide selection 
of kite plans includes 

commercial designs (Flexi- 
foil and Dunford). Also 
oneof-a-kind kites and 
exotic designs (Tukkal, 

Chula, Pakpao). Fine illustrations and color 
photographs. Hardcover, 207 pp., $16.95 

Aquiloni (Kites) by Guido 
Accascina, in Italian. A 
veritable encyclopedia 

of kite information: history, 
plans, tips, techniques, 

sources and resources. Plus 
a dozen full-color kite 

vostcards. The book's small 

From BERMUDA . . . 

size (4.5 x 6.5 in.) and print are a minor 
handicap. Boxed softcover, 256 pp., $19.95 

From CHINA 

~ e m u d a  Kites by 
Frank Watlington. 
Authentic plans for 
five kites, plus 
variations, using 
traditional methods 

Le Cerf Volant en Chine Fengzheng Jiyi Yu 
(The Kite in China) by Chuangxin (Kite Artistry 
Dominique Baillon-Lalande, and Innovation) by Qinian 
in French. Many beautiful Wang, in Chinese. Classic 
photographs (half in color) Chinese kites oddly mixed 
of ancient and modern with modern Western ones. 
Chinese kites. Some con- Many drawings, eight pages 
struction details, history, of color photos. A possible 
festivals and manufacture. rarity; very limited supply. 
Hardcover, 88 pp., $39.95 Softcover, 80 pp., $11.95 

and materials (flour 
and water glue). 
Quaint, charming, 

ver, 24 pp., $2.95 

Chinese k t e s  by Kin 
Kan Hsieh and Susan 
Hsieh, in Chinese and 

(not-very-good) English. 
Many illustrations and 
photos. Adequate text 

is informative, but 
not over-detailed. 

Large and colorful. 
Softcover, 84 pp., $14.95 

Drakar (Kites) by Olle 
Nessle, in Swedish. 

Eclectic assortment of 
kites from a simple sled 

to complex creations by 
artist Curt Asker. Good 

photography, interesting 
historical information, 

few rudimentary plans. 
Hardcover, 64 pp., $20.95 

Kites for Kiwis by 
Colin McGeorge. 

Contains plans for 10 
ordinary kites, plus 

the "Manu Taratahi," 
a native design made 

from local vegetation. 
Rud ien ta rv  t i ~ s  and , . 

adequate illustrations, but New Zealand text 1 hWu. requires translating. Softcover, 46 pp., $6.95 



REPRINTS of popular articles from Kite Lines! 

KITE TALES ON MICROFILM 

T h e  c o m p l e t e  se t  of  Kite Tales (predecessor of 
Kite Lines) on m i c r o f i l m - m o r e  than 1,600 pages- 

all 40 issues from O c t o b e r  1964 to N o v e m b e r  1976. 
Here are 12 y e a r s  of plans, profiles, c o m m e n t a r y ,  

n e w s  and r e s o u r c e  m a t e r i a l  ava i lab le  n o w h e r e  else. 

fo lde r .  S u i t a b l e  for mailing, framing or A must for researchers,  c o l l e c t o r s  or l ibrar ies.  

. . A $gift giving. $8.95, p o s t p a i d .  P e r  issue, $2.50. Full set, $85.00, pos tpa id .  

BACK ISSUES of Kite Lines offer a wealth of information and 
ideas. Many readers regard Kite Lines as more an educational 
reference source than a magazine because of the timeless and 
hard-to-find nature of its contents. And because new informa- 
tion keeps popping up in kiting, we don't expect to repeat 
ourselves editorially. Of our 25 back issues, only two are still 
available in original paper copies, but all 25 are obtainable on 
microfiche, so the serious kiter need never missan issue entire- 
ly. The microfiche may be read in almost any library and paper 
copies can be made on special copiers. Use the order form in 
this issue or write to us about your needs and we will try to 
match you up with someone who has back issues for sale. A 
partial list of the contents of ail back issues is given below. 

Back issuar in paper, $3.50 
On microfiche, $2.50 

SPRING 1977 (Vol. 1 No. 1) Microfiche Only SPRING-SUMMER 1980 (Val. 3 No. 2) Microfiche Only SPRING 1985 (Vol. 5 No. 3) Microfiche Only 
Outrigger kite plans; Paul Garber profile; Two Marconi kite Tetrahedral Variations; Aerial Photography; Shirone's Largest Great Kites of Bali; Mama-Sans; Original Conyne; The Hotcakes 
plans; Festivals of Japan; Tails; Paper bag kite; glue gun use. Kite; How to Bridle a Japanese Giant; The Real Will Yolen. Kite;Stunt Figures; Will Yolen; Wyatt Brummitt. 

SUMMER 1977 (Vol. 1 No. 2) Microfiche Only FALL 1980 IVol. 3 No. 31 Microfiche Only SUMMER-FALL 1985 (Vol. 5 No. 4) Microfiche Only 
The Perfect Kite?; People-lifting; Van Gilder's delta train; Van Kites as Art; World Records; Asymmetrical Kites; Convertible Italian Kite Renaissance; Dunton Delta-Box; Splitting Bamboo; 
Sant's Trampolines; World Records; Stunt kites; Mike Weletyk. Kites; Hornbeam Sled; Spendlove's 14d; Scheveningen. The Himmelbett; Guinness Dialogue; Kite and Book Reviews. 

FALL 1977 (Vol. 1 No. 3) Microfiche only WINTER-SPRING 1981 (Vol. 3 No. 4) Microfiche Only SPRING 1986 (Vol. 6 No. 1) Microfiche Only 
Guatemalan kites; Seagull delta; Reels; Tails; Kitefishing; Ansel Sled History; Cambaflare; Falcon Kite; Club Directory; What Long Beach. WA; San Diego. CA; Calendar-Almanac-Poster; 
Toney; Vietnamese kite; Hazards of aluminized Mylar. is Delta?; Dieppe, France; Bangkok, Thailand; World Records. Woglom Parakite; Joining Parafoils; Tips & Techniques. 

WINTER 1977-78 (Vol. 1 No. 4) Microfiche Only SUMMER-FALL 1981 (Vol. 4 No. 1) Microfiche Only SUMMER 1986 (Vol. 6 No. 2) Microfiche Only 
Medieval dragon; Stacked delta; Tetrahedrals; ~undreds of Aerial Photo Winners; Mastering Nylon; Big Compass; Kite People Socks; East Coast Stunt Championships; Chicago Hook 
Sleds; England's Jubilee Year. Retreat Weekend; The HARDEC; Francis Vilbe; New Records. & Ladder; One Sky One World; Brander Flare; Rokkakus. 

SPRING-SUMMER 1978 (Vol. 2 No. 1) Microfiche Only FIRST QUARTER 1982 (Vol. 4 No. 2) Microfiche Only WINTER-SPRING 1987 (Vol. 6 NO. 31 Microfiche Only 
Rogallo Corner Kite; Lincoln Chang's Rokkaku; Flexifoils; Best of Show; Fighter Kites; India's Utran; Flapper by Grauel; Thai Kites; Really Small Kites; Delta Stunter; Berlin. Germany; 
Figure Kiting; Taxonomy Poster; Festivals; Safety. New Pelham Book; Singapore Festival. Calendar-Aimanac-Poster; "Hod" Taylor; Kite Clubs. 

SPRING 1979 IVol. 2 No. 2) Microfiche Only WINTER-SPRING 1983 (Vol. 4 No. 3) Microfiche Only SUMMER-FALL 1987 (Vol. 6 No. 4) Microfiche or Paper 
Reels Roundup; Van Gilder's Reel; Kite Museumr Chinese Detroit Panorama Picture; Blackheath, ~ngland; h k k a k u  K001-Aid Kite Colors; Heat Sealing Plastic; Kites of Thailand; 
Bird; Two-string Delta; Kites in wilderness. Nags ~ead:  Paris. Challenge; Harpers Ferry Delta; Peter Lynn; Adrian Conn. Make 2700 Kites in 3 Days; Ansei Toney; Tony Cyphert. 

SUMMER 1979 (Vol. 2 No. 3) Microfiche Only SUMMER-FALL 1983 (Val. 4 No. 4) ~ i ~ ~ ~ f i c h .  only SPRING 1988 IVol. 7 No. 1) Microfiche or Paper 
Flow Form; Cutting Nylon; First Meeting of AKA and Grand Tyrus Wong; South African KiteFishing;SpaceShuttleCut.Out Alpine Japan; Budapest. Hungary; San Francisco. CA; The 
National Festival; Altitude Record; Wyatt Brummitt. Kite; Small Kites; Steve Edeiken. Goble Starbox; The Comics Kite; Calendar-Almanac-Poster. 
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UNIQUE HANDPRINTED KITES I 

R.R. 4 
St. Thomas, Ontario 
CANADA N5P 3.58 

(519) 775-2527 

Highest Strength - 
Lowest Diameter - 
Lowest Weight - 
Lowest Stretch - 
Line Available! 

1 Enthusiast. 1 

An enthusiast is someone with a 
warm personal interest in 
something. A fan, a follower or 
even a fanatic. Kite flying creates 
that same kind of passion. Visit 
us and we'll show you what 
enthusiasm is all about. 

Wndborne K i i s  
585 Cannery Row #I05 

Monterey, CA 93940 
Telephone 408-373-7422 

Write for Retail Kitealogm 
AKAIKTA member merchant 

2 New ~i-~ic/ 

CALL 
rownell & Co. 

the original French Omithoptef 

Bert wholesale prices nationally 

Packaged with English instructions 

Same day shipment 
or information. 

Also available - flying bird T-shirts, 
porten, and extra rubber bands 
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M y first view of India, beyond the 
curtains and balcony of our hotel 
room in Delhi, was of kites soaring 

and darting in the morning light. The 
wind was just right, creating updrafts 
along the high walls. I should say that 
these were not the nylon or paper variety 
of kite, but the feathered and beaked 
kind, with a high-pitched squeal of a cry 
that would send chills down the spine of 
any small vertebrate below. 

I watched them with the eye of a fellow 
flier and admired the grace of their dives 
and turns along the walls of the hotel. 

I had come to India at the invitation 
of the Indian Government Department of 
Tourism to participate in their "First 
International Kite Festival," to  be held in 
Ahmedabad, a city already famous for its 
annual Makar Sankranti festival, also 
known as Uttarayan or Utran. Every 
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KITES O\rL 
January 14th, people from all over the 
city fly kites from rooftops to  celebrate 
the end of winter. 

Completing the international team 
were five other kiters: Bill Lockhart, 
from Lubbock, Texas; and, from Japan, 
Masaaki Modegi, Hideo Matsutani, Seiko 
Nakamura and Yuzo Uchida. Along with 
my wife and partner, Clare Forster, our 
group set off to  Ahmedabad, a five hun- 
dred mile flight south from Delhi. 

Ahmedabad is a sprawling industrial 
city, accented by giant smokestacks 
piercing the thick haze. There was little 
to prepare me for the wild free-for-all 
battle waged by the cars, trucks, buses, 
scooters, bicycles, rickshaws, taxis and 
carts-all vying for position, horns blaring 

a weird symphony in the rush to crowd 
every street and alley. Mix in a herd of 
wandering cows and buffalo, some way- 
ward goats, dogs and donkeys, and you 
have a picture of India on the move. 

Our first day was spent at the grounds 
of the International Kite Festival, inside a 
large stadium decorated with display 
booths, banners and concession stands. 
All this was put together by our hosts to 
expand the spontaneous city-wide roof- 
top celebration and was to  include kite 
fighting contests, displays and demon- 
strations, plus our exhibition of inter- 
national kites. 

Our entire group was treated to a royal 
grand opening ceremony, welcomed with 
flower petals tossed by Gujarati girls in 



costume, and ceremonially dabbed with 
red spots on the center of our foreheads. 
(We were given similar blessings through- 
out our stay, so that our foreheads took 
on a permanent hue from rubbing and 
scrubbing.) 

After listening to a session of opening 
speeches by city dignitaries, we started to 
unfurl our kites for the curious onlook- 
ers. They had never seen kites like these 
before. Out on the field, the kite fighting 
competitors were practicing their skills in 
the sky above us. 

Brimming with enthusiasm, Hideo Mat- 
sutani and I ran out with our kites to join 
the aerial display. Moments later, Hideo's 
large kite was drifting over the reviewing 
stands, cut down by one of the sharp lines 

of the Indian fighters. A loud shriek of de- 
light went up from the spectator stands. 
It was tWn that I realized this different 
kite tradition in India would be some- 
thing to contend with peaceably. I opted 
for a low-to-theground display of my 
Sky Writer ribbons on long fiberglass 
poles, waving them playfully over the 
heads of the crowd. 

Kite fighting continued throughout 
the three-day event with very strict rules 
and formal displays by teams from all 
around India. We quickly learned to keep 
our distance from the sharp teeth of the 
manja (line coated with an abrasive mix- 
ture of glue and powdered glass) that 
stretched across the sky. 

This day was especially important as 

the last day to shop for kites, spools and 
string before the main event on the 14th. 
A last minute frenzy of shoppers packed 
the hundreds of kite stalls and shops 
along the already congested streets. The 
shops were bright with rows and stacks of 
patang (fighting kites), while overhead 
dangled spools of manja. The selling was 
fast and furious as the merchants emptied 
their stocks to the night crowds. 

Intensive kitemaking had been going 
on for more than'a month in various parts 
of the city, with family industries set up 
for supplying kites to over one-and-a-half 
million people. Each kite, despite the total 
quantity produced, was surprisingly well 
crafted. The local press estimated that the 
kite stalls had been selling 60,000 kites a 
day for the past week. 

That night, after being whisked through 
the bazaars, we visited the Ahmedabad 
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Kite Museum situated in a modern Le 
Corbusier building. The exhibit was a 
beautiful collection of remarkably crafted 
Indian kites. The museum is run by Mr. 
Bhanu Shah, who proudly escorted us 
through his collection of backlit kites in 
tall glass cases. 

We also viewed a video tape showing 
the skill used to produce these kites The 
cutting of layers of different colored 
paper, the gluing and piecing to make the 
intricate patterned covers, the burnishing 
grid lines (as in ripstop nylon) to  strength- 
en the paper, the quick knife blade shap- 
ing the bamboo spine and cross piece, 
and, finally, the gluing of the bamboo 
bones to the kite cover-all is done with 
remarkable speed and precision but, sur- 
prisingly, very little measuring or balanc- 
ing. Kitemaking is a craft of instinct in 
the hands of these Indian masters. 

After our tour, we were treated to a 
feast at the Patang, a revolving tower 
restaurant high above the city, colorfully 
decorated inside with kites. This city is 
crazy about kites. I like it here! 

Looking out over the shimmering city 
lights, I saw an unusual apparition appear 

just outside the window. A row of lights 
dallgled in the darkness. A UFO? No, 
they were tukkal kites, flown at night for 
the Makar Sankranti festival. Small 
Chinese paper lanterns, lit with candles, 
were tied to the line as the tukkal kites 
were raised into the night skies. They 
were like swaying stars. Off in the dis- 
tance, I could spot other lines of lights 
rising from the dark silhouetted rooftops. 

ate that night, I joined in by raising a 
string of chemical lightsticks from a L delta on our hotel roof. The bell 

boys and hotel workers helped me and 
were amazed by the little lights that 
glowed brightly when snapped. 

The next morning I jumped up at first 
light to see if there was wind. From our 
hotel window I could see little spots of 
color starting to test the air above the 
buildings and along the dry riverbed that 
bisects the city. From the squatter vil- 
lages along the riverbanks came the first 
participants eager to fly their kites. Some 
were carrying long poles for catching the 
kites cut loose in battle. The scene was 
wonderful and strange: buffalo and don- 

keys being herded across the sandy river- 
bed, boys running and tugging at their 
spots of color circling in the morning 
haze, and eagles and crows soaring high 
above it all. 

We left the festival grounds for a mid- 
day tour of the center of the city. From 
the top of a high commercial building, 
then from a family dwelling rooftop, the 
scene was simply overwhelming. 

The sky was filled with fluttering and 
darting dots of color, from horizon to 
horizon, like an enormous school of 
tropical fish. Kites were falling like 
autumn leaves, drifting into trees, tele- 
vision antennas and down into the deep 
alleyways and streets. From our perch on 
the roof, we could hear shouts and jeers 
all around us whenever a kite was cut 
down, the string falling limp across other 
lines and over rooftops. In the streets, 
young boys were running through the 
traffic trying to catch the kites as they 
came fluttering down. They would wind 
up the string on their hands and run off 
carrying stacks of captured kites. Trees 
soon filled with kites, looking like dan- 
gling Christmas tree ornaments. Kites 
hung from telephone lines and store signs, 
the street boys trying to reach them with 
their long sticks. Buses ran over grounded 
kites, cows were seen eating them, and 
crows pecked at their paper companions 
in the treetops. Soaring far above the 
fray, the birds kept their distance, but 
occasionally one would snag a line with a 
wing and quickly fly away to safer 
altitudes. This wild spectacle continued 
throughout the day, littering the streets 
with drifting pieces of torn paper and 
broken bamboo. 

The Japanese team grabbed cameras 
and clicked away at the scene around us. 
It was too much for the camera to take 
in: a brown and dusty city sprinkled with 
people on every rooftop, women in bright 
saris, men and children tugging frantically 
at the huge spiderweb of lines overhead. 

On our way down from the roof, I 
stopped at a balcony to  take in the sight 
one more time. The family on the next 
roof motioned for me to grab the line of 
one of their kites. They moved the line 
closer to  my reach. From this precarious 
position, I tried to maneuver the kite into 
the cutting and attacking mode: fly high 
above the other lines, then make a sharp 
downward dive over the line of a lower 
kite. I was instantly cut down, and they 
shrieked and clapped with delight. Making 
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my bow and waving thanks, I rushed to 
catch up with our tour. 

Back at the taller building, we joined 
the officials from our sponsoring agencies 
for a sky battle. Small black kites (with 
Playboy bunnies printed on them!) were 
passed out, and we were given lessons in 
the art of bridling. We poked holes in the 
cover with a straw, measured equidistant- 
ly to the bridle loop, and "set" the kite 
by rubbing the center spine over the top 
of our heads to create a slight bow in it. 

The Indians were quickly in the air 
while we visitors struggled to launch in 
the turbulent rooftop air. I can proudly 
say that I cut down three kites (including 
the Director General's ... oops!), and after 
losing only fifteen kites. 

T 
hat night, at an open air restaurant 
outside the city, we were treated to 
another feast. The thatched hut com- 

plex was made to simulate a Gujarati 
village with waiting areas of huddled 
groups at  campfires and long slab tables 
where we sat cross-legged. Delectable 
traditional dishes were passed one after 
another and dabbed on our sewn-leaf 
plates by turbaned servers. Around us, 
musicians played to folk dancers with 
jangling bells on their ankles. Puppets 
danced in a'small cloth theater and people 
were swinging on large suspended chairs 
to the enchanting music and flickering 
firelight. 

On the third day, the wind picked up. 
The Japanese lifted their richly painted 
rokkakus and traditional kites as well as 
Modegi's 500-foot train of small white 
diamonds. Bill Lockhart flew his quilt 
kites, and I lofted my collection of 
large birds, a pterodactyl, rokkaku, Edo 
and a two-string stunt kite. 

The crowds loved the colorful display 
and whooped with each new kite brought 
out. We were surrounded by people while 
we struggled to launch the kites, and each 
person wanted to pull on the line to see 
how the monster kites responded to the 
tugging. "No good," they would say, 
because these Western kites were, to their 
eyes, inferior in their stable flight char- 
acteristics. 

When one kite would drift near 
another, they would all shout, "Kapi! 
Kapi!" (Cut! Cut!), the battle cry of the 
Indian fighting kite. Throughout the festi- 
val, the questions seemed to  center on 
why we fly kites only for the enjoyment 
of flying, and not for the sport of battle. 

This seemed to puzzle the Indians. 
With the closing ceremonies came the 

trophy awards (given out by Sir Edmund 
Hillary, of Mt. Everest fame) and a mass 
handshaking and farewell parade in front 
of the gathered crowds. We were celebri- 
ties in their eyes, the makers of large and 
exotic kites in a city that celebrates 
kiteflying as a symbol of the gods awak- 
ening after winter slumber. Young boys 
wanted our autographs, tourist officials 
wanted gift kites, newspaper reporters 
wanted endless interviews. 

The next morning, we were whisked 
off to Delhi for a quickly arranged 
demonstration in the central business 
district of Connaught Place. Lucky for us, 
we were given a certain degree of crowd 
control, a relatively treeless raised park 
(with grass underfoot!) and a fresh wind 
coming from a favorable angle. We sprang 
into action. It was a short demonstration, 
but very satisfying, gathering a large 
crowd of lunchtime onlookers, press 
and television news teams. 

The next day, Clare and I were off to 
central and southern India for three more 
weeks of travel and kite adventuring on 
our own. As the airline seatbelts were 
buckled and the morning newspapers 

raised all around us, there on the front 
page of at least five separate newspapers 
was a different picture of the kites flying 
over the city. We were the only ones 
without a morning paper! We laughed as 
we taxied for the runway. 

That evening, at our hotel on a hill 
overlooking the city of Hyderabad, I 
climbed out onto the rooftop for a better 
view of the surrounding city, much to the 
surprise of about fifty of those magnifi- 
cent birds perched on the perimeter walls. 
They soared into the sky and circled over- 
head. I lifted my Indian fighting kite 
into the flock and we flew together until 
the golden light faded to black and the 
birds were replaced by darting bats. 

After fifteen years of making and fly- 
ing kites, this was my first true lesson in 
the joy of flying. 0 

GEORGE PETERS is an artist living in 
Boulder, Colorado. His works include 
banners, hangings, sculptures, paintings- 
and kites. He had done very little kite 
traveling before going to India. Now he 
says, "Kites are a wonderful passport." 
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TWO VIEWS OF INDIA'S SKIES 

ITES OF MAKAR SANKRANTI 

In January of each Par,  
kites and flying line 

literally spmut 
from the ceilings and 

walls of small shops 
in Ahmedabad, India. 
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he December solstice is an old risky 
business. The sun we count on keeps 
sliding southward; his flight always T 

slows down just in time, but still one 
worries a little that this time he might fail 
to return. 

For many centuries the people of India 
have celebrated, not so much the very 
day of the sun's standstill, but the time 
when the sun is once again truly safe, 
passed beyond the fateful sign of Capri- 
corn within which it is annually endan- 
gered. The name of the day, Makar San- 
kranti, means "the conclusion of Capri- 
corn." All over India the day set by the 
old astronomers, January 14 (no longer 
with any precise sky-meaning), is a major 
holiday. 

But in the busy city of Ahmedabad, 
200 miles north of Bombay, the day is 
special. It is the day of universal kite 
combat under the glorious sun. 

In that city all the roofs and their wide 
terraces are accessible, for during the 
furnace-mouth weather of May and June 
most people sleep up there under the 
night sky. On the day of the kites every- 
one who can climbs up to gaze into the 
cloudless 'blue of the bright winter day. 
The roofs are thronged, whether six 
stories above the crowded winding streets 
in the densely-built central walled city or 

S.S. 
Manjha by the mile: 
glaseoated flying line is 
prepared in any available 
space, including, as above, 
the streets. Left and lower 
left, the preferred technique 

out in the new districts rising only two 
-. 

or three stories. 
Like everyone else, you hold the kite 

string tightly; you stare happily, but a 
little warily, up at your dancing kite and 
the dozen that fly near it. Cut or be cut? 
Every roof around is as active as your 
own; minute by minute some taut string 
crosses another to end one kite's dance 
and send it fluttering helplessly to earth. 
The shifting many-sided battle is territor- 
ial: you cheer your roofmates' triumphs 
and grieve at their losses as your own. 
Victories abound, and the skillful earn 
wide envy, but proud success is fleeting; 
in minutes, the mighty have fallen in their 
turn. Defeat is fleeting too; you still have 
a dozen or two kites to launch and lose, 
until past midday, when you tire of the 
glare and go within for the happy dinner 
that ends the sunny day. 

Kites are made, flown, fancied, studied 
and celebrated all year around by plenty 
of people in that part of the country. The 
old royal city of Lucknow holds a serious 

is to apply the thick -a 
or by hand. Lower right, 
another, faster method in- 
volves dipping the "threads" 
in a liquid mixture and 
rolling them on wheels for 
drying, but the line is 
lessened in strength 
end cutting ability. 



TWO VIEWS OF INDIA'S SKIES 

Scenes in Ahmedabad, India: 
top left, a man carries on the centuries-old tradition of kitemaking; 

top right, an owner of a kite shop makes kites; 
lower left, some fliers play against the whole citizenry on the rooftops; 

lower right, the day leaves its sweet markings on the trees. 

elite of kite fighters, who proudly claim 
the original design of the best kites and 
exhibit their sport in its purity whenever 
they can. 

But in Ahmedabad-there are signs of 
spread to  towns nearby-the matter is 
utterly different. Kites there are not 
aristocratic, but populist. For one long 
day, the whole citizenry gives itself over 
to flying kites. 
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I sample the view across the dense- 
packed rooftops of the old walled central 
city through binoculars. Reckoning field 
after field by distances on the map, I 
estimate at a busy hour that an easy 
100,000 kites are in the air all at once! 

True, the streets have been ruled by 
kites for weeks. The sidewalks and foot- 
paths are lined everywhere by kite strings 
stretched out to be armed to order, men 

rubbing the strings with the red-, green- or 
blue-dyed gluey mix that binds pounded 
glass powder to turn a kite string into a 
deadly saw. The light strong cotton string 
spun by the many mills of the textile city 
is mostly sold in plain 900-foot reels. Kites 
and reels are for sale everywhere in town: 
curbside candy stores, footwear shops, 
newsstands and juice bars are well- 
stocked kite stores for the short season. + 



The kites are chiefly of two similar 
designs, tailless but with small tabs or 
tassels, their sails of paper, quarter-size up 
to full sheets, and a choice of color and 
decoration (purple and black are in cur- 
rent fashion). Some kite sails are of plas- 
tic film. Spars are shaped split bamboo. 

For a couple of months beforehand, 
about 200 skilled craftsmen-kitemakers 
and their helpers have been building well- 
made kites, each team completing them 
by the hundred every day. Two million 
and more kites are certainly flown that 
day, nearly all destined for a quick end. 

Kites are bought and sold not stingily 
one at  a time, but by packs of fives and 
twenties, at about a rupee each (six cents 
using the dollar exchange rate, five times 
as much in terms of buying rice or sugar). 
The biggest kites go for eight rupees. 

Small children aim to loft only one 
kite; all over town urchins become sal- 
vage artists and tireless tree-rakers. Their 
borrowed bamboo fishing poles poke 
eagerly into tall kite-eating trees along 
every street. 

The boldest youths maneuver daringly 
high on the narrow cornices and parapets, 
seeking some advantage of angle in the 
light seasonal winds at risk of life and 
limb. Fatal falls and even throats slashed 
by taut glass-coated strings are reliably 
recorded. 

Twilight is swift, and night falls on a 
few thousand kites that mimic the stars, 
no longer fighting but bearing paper lan- 
terns that gleam in the dark, sometimes 
to fall and set a fire with their stubby 
candles, a danger for which Ahmedabad 
firemen are resignedly prepared. 

This is a city suffused for one glorious 
day by the ubiquitous joy of flying kites. 
The photos here, taken in January 1989 
by two kite-wise young local photog- 
raphers, convey some of the detail, color 
and civic passion. 

Go there some year if you possibly 
can, to welcome back the winter sun with 
a living skyful of mortal kites. 0 

PHILIP & PHYLIS MORRISON visited 
India this year, their third time, and flew 
some of the million kites of the day in 
Ahmedabad. The Morrisons, of Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, are well-known academics 
and collaborators responsible for the pub- 
lic television series "The Ring of Truth." 
Their Benjamin Franklin lecture at the 
National Academy of Sciences last year 
was appropriately attentive to kites. 

Durable under all conditions - sun, fog, rain or wind. Water repellant with 
excellent resistance to fading or fraying. 
Lots of innovative designs to choose from, complete with educational 
inserts. Handcrafted with quality and care. 
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Ultimate Questions 

say nothing of adults who are novices. 
It is important that a newcomer's first 

construction fly reasonably well. A sirn- 
ple sled will do just that. 

Although Allison invented his kite in 
1956 (U.S. patent 2,737,360), the design 
did not become well known until the late 
1960s. Figure A (right) illustrates one of 
the simplest plans and a sketch of the 
configuration in flight. 

THE SLED 
A sled is a "semi-soft" kite. A pair of 
battens  stiffen,^ it only in the chordal 
direction (from leading edge to trailing 
edge). The surface between the battens 
we call the canopy. The pair of triangular 
surfaces outboard of the battens we call 
the laterals. 

Since the leading edge is soft, it tends 
to collapse-with annoying frequency-in 
scruffy wind conditions. This fault is easy 
to correct if we think a bit on why it 
occurs. 

Visualize yourself holding a thin rib- 
bon, stretched taut between your two 
hands. Held edgewise in a strong wind, 
the ribbon will not twist or collapse-so 

Ed note: The fact that a kite design has 
been patented does not mean that you 
cannot make one for yourself-for your 
personal use or t o  give to a friend. How- 
ever, a kite patent, while still in effect, 
does prohibit the manufacture and sale 
of the design, unless, of course, it is done 
b y  or with the permission/agreement of 
the patent holder. 
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long as you maintain sufficient tension. 
So it is with the leading edge of a sled. A 
properly constructed sled is as reliable as 
any other kite, and more so than many. It 
does not require a tail or drogue. 

THE ATTITUDE 
Maintaining tension on the leading edge 
involves firstly positioning the lateral tips, 
which represent the bridle points, so as to 
cause a sufficiently steep attitude of the 
canopy. (Some use the term "angle of 
attack," derived from aircraft terminolo- 
gy. Kites don't attack the wind, they 
obstruct it.) 

A safe position for the lateral tips is on 
an imaginary line such that one-third of 
the area of the canopy is forward of the 
line. This results in an attitude of about 
32 degrees in brisk wind, which is rather 
steep, but does tend to keep plenty of 

tension on the leading edge. This one-third 
rule thus involves a sacrifice in angle of 
elevation. Moreover, the steeper the atti- 
tude, the greater the obstruction to the 
wind and the greater the stress on the kite 
and flying line. 

The fields we prefer for kiteflying fre- 
quently generate updrafts. In that case, 
the kite senses the wind as coming from 
slightly-or even much-below level. The 
kite necessarily maintains the attitude set 
by the bridle points, but aligned to the 
perceived wind direction. This may or 
may not result in overshooting the zenith. 
More likely, in gusty or erratic thermals, 
the updraft ceases for a moment. The sled 
is trapped momentarily in a level wind at 
an attitude much too shallow for the new 
wind direction. The tension on the leading 
edge drops to below critical and the cano- 
py collapses. It may or may not reopen. 



THE COLLAPSE 
When a sled collapses, the forward tips of 
the battens close inward while the stern 
tips briefly flare outward, then slap to- 
gether as part of the total event. Since all 
this may occur in no more time than a 
second or two, it is no wonder that we 
don't always understand what is going on 
up there. 

Moreover, the converse of the action 
just described is a significant source of 
failure in conventional sleds. Turbulence 
can cause the stern tips to flare outward, 
which simultaneously results in the for- 
ward tips closing inward, hence collapse. 
The cure is very simple, requiring about 
two minutes to install. 

THE HALTER 
Simply tie a string "halter" across the 
stern tips 'of the sled, the length being 
roughly 50-58% of the flat width of the 
canopy. The idea is to keep the battens 
approximately parallel in flight. (The 
concept is covered in my U.S. patent 
4,243,191 ofP~anuary 6 ,  1981.) 

An additional and important advan- 
tage of the halter is that it assures reliable 
flight at significantly shallower attitudes 
and, therefore, better elevation. 

THE CANOPY 
We don't have to be locked into rectangu- 
lar canopies for sled kites. Think of the 
canopy area forward of the bridle points 
as a proportion or percentage of the total 
area of the canopy. If the wind conditions 
are not downright vicious, I have found 
that a haltered sled can tolerate a ratio as 

low as one-fourth (25%). The outcome is 
a shallower attitude, roughly 23 degrees, 
better elevation, and less stress on both 
the kite and the flying line. 

Sleds tend to be not very pretty kites, 
although I personally rate reliability above 
beauty. However, we can at least employ 
formats other than a rectangle for the 
canopy. Figures B and C (above) offer 
two variations-the "rokkaku" and the 
swallowtail-which have been tested 
thoroughly. 

To be on the safe side, I recommend 
that the canopy area forward of the dot- 
ted reference lines be about 28% of the 
total canopy area. 

For the flier who likes to experiment, 
it is easy to  install a ratio of 25% in the 
original construction. Then, if the kite 
shows a tendency to collapse, simply trim 
off 10% of the canopy area at the stern 
and thus modify the ratio to 28%. This 
can be done on the field. 

Apart from aesthetics, the "rokkaku" 
version possesses two distinct advantages. 
One is the "plow effect" of the pointed 
nose. The airstream on the lee side of a 
sled is a turbulent mess. The snout helps 
to maintain symmetry of airflow over the 
lee surface. The other advantage is that 
the rokkaku canopy will usually reopen if 
adverse wind conditions happen to col- 
lapse it. The snout continues to catch the 
wind. 

If, instead of installing a matching 
triangular section at  the stern, you cut 
out a triangular section, the result is a 
swallowtail (my U.S. patent 4,272,394 
of July 21, 1981). Of course, the position 

of the lateral tips must be adjusted. 
The "hooded" sled (Figure D, above) 

is made for really awful wind conditions. 
From the same material as used for the 
canopy, cut a flap of the same span but 
one-fifth (20%) the height of the canopy. 
Tape, sew or glue the leading and lateral 
edges of the flap to the top of the canopy. 
Leave the trailing edge of the flap free. 
Cut a slit chordwise in the flap along the 
centerline. Overlap the edges of the slit 
and fasten them together so that the flap 
is made narrower roughly three or four 
percent. (For example, if the span were 
20 inches, the overlap would be 518 to 
314 inches.) In flight, the trailing edge of 
the flap will not touch the canopy. The 
gap provides a small beam effect, but, 
more importantly, the surface of the flap 
has a slightly higher attitude than the 
main canopy. Tension on the leading edge 
is amplified and kept that way. 

I have never observed failure of this 
kind of sled in any wind that I myself 
could endure. 

Some sleds which I have seen had one 
or more "vents" cut out of the canopy. 
These kites likely will perform better if 
the holes are replaced with a swatch of 
surface material and a halter tied across 
the trailing edge. I suspect that the holes 
compensate for misplaced bridle points. 

THE BRIDLE 
The length of the bridle legs is important, 
but not critical, just so they are long 
enough. A handy rule of thumb is five 
times the width of the canopy. Each end 
of the bridle, of course, connects to a 



Uhimate Questions . . . Continued 

lateral tip. A shorter bridle tends to draw 
the lateral tips inward, which may ad- 
versely affect flying. A longer bridle tends 
to make launching awkward. 

CONSTRUCTION 
There are more than enough books and 
other publications dealing with construc- 
tion materials and techniques. My remarks 
will be very few. One of these involves 
my distaste for stretchy surface materials, 
especially low-density polyethylene. This 
is the stuff used for garment bags, trash 
bags and the like. 

Contrary to logic, the tension in the 
leading edge of a rectangular canopy is 
not necessarily uniform. The reason is 
that, with only a tiny bit of stretch, ten- 
sion transmitted from a lateral tip to the 
leading edge bypasses in part the area in 
proximity to the forward tip of the near- 
est batten. With binoculars, we can often 
see the stress wrinkles in the canopy. They 
tend to be aligned between a lateral tip 
and the central portion of the leading edge. 
This explains why collapse of the leading 
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edge is initiated by a folding over of a 
segment between batten and centerline. 

The use of grommets in the lateral tips 
also can result in tension bypassing the 
leading edge of the lateral and, hence, the 
leading edge of the canopy. The bridle 
legs should lead directly from the very 
tips of the laterals, with appropriate rein- 
forcement by way of overlying gussets. 

In the case of a sled specifically con- 
structed for high wind, a cord should be 
attached to the very edge of the lateral 
for a suitable distance forward and aft of 
the tip, leaving a small loop at the tip. 
The bridle leg then ties to the loop. 

A "snouted" design-the rokkaku for 
instance-helps to transmit and maintain 
tension more directly to the canopy's 
leading edge. In fact, if the flier wants to 
fiddle with geometry of a triangular 
foresection, the leading edge of the lateral 
can lie on the same straight line with the 
connecting leading edge of the canopy. I 
did not draw Figures B and C this way 
because I did not want to mislead readers 
to supposing that a straight-line layout is 
necessary. It's just a technical nicety for 
severe wind conditions. 

THE TAIL END 
Most kiters will readily agree that a 
wealth of technical knowledge is not a 
prerequisite to successful kiteflying. 
Thus, I am not suggesting that you rush 
right out and buy or build a wind tunnel 
of your own. 

However, here we are at the tail end of 
the 20th century, and it is about time 
that serious kitefliers understand how a 
kite maintains its position in the absence 
of a pilot or instrumentation. 

Young children are not interested in 
talk about attitude, tension, towing points 
and all that jazz. On the other hand, if a 
child asks you, an adult, why his or her 
kite does not fly, you had better have a 
good answer. V 
JOHN W. LOY (left, with double-canopied 
sled) writes from Bartlesville, Oklahoma: 
'While living in Tokyo (1968-73). 1 became 
interested in the fundamentals of why kites 
f ly and why they don't. During 1974-77, 
I was posted in India and made some headway 
on the technical side; likewise in Hong Kong 
in 1977-79. After retiring as an executive with 
Phillips Petroleum (1979). 1 finally got 
around to  constructing a rather capable wind 
tunnel and, after three years of operating it, 
have compiled a large amount of quantitative 
data on behavior of a wide variety of kite 
forms. In  the process, I learned some things 
that astonished me." 

provides ample inspira- 
tion for representation 
as a kite form. Our 
Lady Beetle kites come 
in two sizes: The Grand 
Ladybug and the Jr. 
Beetle. Both kites are 
constructed of finest 
quality sailcloth and 
fibqrglass rod, and both 
come with our new 
Loopa-Long Tails. 

Please write or call for our 
most current catalogue. 
When you are in Downtown 
Denver, please visit our store 
in The Tabor Center. 

Mile High Kite Works, Inc. 



KITE LONE REELS 

ING SPOOL AND 

ENDED SPOOL HANDLE PRODUCES 

TOP AND BOTTOM FRAME HANDLES AND 
NYLON WRIST AND SPOOL STRAPS GIVE 

A COMFORTABLE AND SECURE GRIP 

STRATO-SPOOL ATTACHES TO YOUR BELT FOR 
HANDS-FREE FLYING 

for more ~nforrnallon, contact 

DEERFIELD VALLEY WOODWORKING 
RFD Box 638 

Rowe, Mass. 01367 

41 3-339-4446 

We have 8 colorful years of 
quality product and service. 
Call or write for brochure. 

Windstreamers Inc. 
14 2 0 N.W. Gilman Blvd.. Suite 2 102 

Issaquah. WA 98027 
1 (206) 222-5400 or 1 (800) 435-5558 
Handcrafted with pride in the U.S.A. 

ELECTRONIC ILLUMINATION USING 1.E.D S (LIGHT EMITTING DIODES) 

FEATURES 
Attaches easily to Delta's, Stunt, Diamond, Box and most other styles 
Will not damage Kite 
LigM welgM 
Placement of lights is leH to your creativity 
Create different designs or outline your kite 
Uses a standard g volt battery (not Included) 

MODELS 
KL-10-SR -- 10 bright red lights KL-8-BRG -- 4 red & 4 green randomly 
KL-10-SG -- 10 green lights blinking lights 
KL-10-SY -- 10 yellow lights 41-10-SAY -- 5 bright red & 5  yellow 

lights 

Each light is attached to either the sail or aspar using an adhesive backed hook and loop 
fastener. 2 or more kits can be placed on larger kites. All models come complete with 
instructions. 

Watch for our special effects kit for stunt kites. 
111111111111111111111IIII~II~II..)IIII1~I. 

If your dealer does not stock JARDANTM Kite Lites order from: 

CREATIONS, INC, 0 NITE 
11 700 Parkwood Drive Marilla, NY 14102 

71 61849-9638 (please print clearly) 

Name 
Street 

(US ORDERS -ONE STREET ADDRESS FOR UPS DELIVERY) 

W %e ZP 

KL-1&SR - Quantity x 24.95 = 
KL-10-SY - Quantity x 24.95 = 
KL-l&SG Q u a n t i t y  x 24.95 = 
KL-10-SRY - Quantity x 24.95 = 
KL-EBRG - Quantity x 32.95 = 

Sub total 
NY Sales Tax 

Shipping and Handling 
Total 

Every effort is made to ship orders within one week. However, due to the possibility of an out 
of stock condition, allow 6 weeks for delivery. Add $2.50 for shipping and handling per order. 
New York orders add appropriate sales tax. Foreign orders accepted in US currency and add 
$5.00 for shipping and handling. Custom kit designs welcomed (minimum quantities apply) 
send specifications and quanitities for a price quote. 

- 

check o r  
m o n e y  order 
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Kite '""" Lines STUNTER SURVEY 
T en years ago, one could easily tally 

all the commercially available stunt 
kites without running out of fingers: 

Flexifoil, Peter Powell, Rainbow . . . not 
many more. No big deltas-no little ones, 
for that matter-and no long trains. Stunt 
kite competitions, when you could find 
them, were usually limited to a single 
event in the midst of otherwise non-acro- 
batic festivals. 

It's a chickenlegg thing, but as the 
number of converts to kiting has grown, 
so have the number and variety of two- 
string craft, to the point that the selection 
available today is simply mind boggling. 

About a year ago, to  help the stunter 
aficionado sort things out, Kite Lines 
took the first 
steps to  assem- 
ble a panel of 
fliers to do a 
comprehensive 
review of all 
the.stunt kites 
on the market. 
I was asked to  
crunch the data 
and try to make 
sense of it. 

sions, we ended up with 49 single kites 
and 11 models flown in train. 

Each kite or train was rated in 13 areas 
of functionality and performance. The 
categories included portability, assembly 
time, durability, ease of repair on the 
field, ease of launch and landing, amount 
of pull, degree of control, speed in a 
straight line and in turns, and turning 
radius. Fliers also were asked to  rate the 
kite's "wind window," that is, how far it 
could be flown to  the sides before stall- 
ing, and to estimate its wind range and 
the skill required to  fly the kite. 

All ratings were to  be made on a scale 
of 1 t o  5, with 1 representing "lowest1 
worst" and 5 "highestlbest." We thought 

cies noted earlier, we totalled all th: rat- 
ings in each review except for skill re- 
quired and pull, to  give us an Adjusted 
Total score. Then we averaged the indi- 
vidual ratings for each kite and averaged 
the Adjusted Total Scores as well, to  give 
us a number by which we could compare 
overall functionality and performance of 
each design with others. The tables show 
these averages and are ranked by Adjusted 
Total Score. 

Each review sheet provided space for 
comments, but since computers don't 
"reason," it's difficult t o  average and 
tabulate these remarks. The comments, in 
most cases, echoed and reinforced the re- 
sults of the tabulated data. Some gener- 

THREE BASIC TYPES OF STUNT KITES Q;; 
A preliminary questionnaire, a list of 

kites and a rating chart were sent to  each 
of 60 fliers, selected because of their 
varied experience and their independence 
from brand-name loyalties. This mailing 
brought forth many suggestions for other 
panelists and kites, along with comments 
which helped sharpen the methodology. 
This feedback was incorporated into a 
final survey which was sent t o  an enlarged 
list of panelists in the Fall of 1988. The 
reviewers were encouraged to add new 
kites to  those on the list of more than 90 
designs and to  evaluate them, too, if they 
wished. 

By the deadline, we had received 361 
reviews of 92 different kite designs from 
36 fliers. Single kites were in the majority, 
but also included were some impressive 
trains: Rainbows from 3 to  24 kites, two 
trains of Hyperkites Starcruisers over 20 
kites long, and Flexifoil six-footers in 
stacks from 3 to  26 kites. 

To preserve as much objectivity in the 
ratings as possible, we decided to eliminate 
from the tabulation any kites flown by 
fewer than two reviewers. In addition, we 
excluded any reviews that slipped in from 
panelists we determined were stunt kite 
manufacturers. Even with those exclu- 

alizations can 
be extracted, 
however: 

Best kite 
for beginners, 
said the panel, 
are the Trlby 
Poly,  Pe te r  
Powell, Hyper- 
kites Ghosties 
and Skynasaur 
F-36. The Trlby 

that seemed simple and straightforward 
enough to  be understood by all, but our 
assumption overlooked the fact that low- 
est isn't always worst, and highest isn't 
always best. This confused the ratings in 
two areas: skill required and pull. Some 
panelists, for example, rewarded an easy 
kite with a 5 ("best") in skill, while 
others gave the same kite a 1 (for "least" 
skill required). Likewise, some thought 
strong pull was worth a 5, while others 
thought it was bad and gave it a 1. While 
these discrepancies were smoothed out 
somewhat in the averaging for these two 
categories, we thought it best to  work 
around the problem in our overall scor- 
ing, as you will see in a moment. 

In analyzing the survey results, we 
grouped the kites broadly by size and 
design. For single kites, we split them 
into small, medium and large diamonds, 
deltas and foils, plus miscellaneous de- 
signs. For trains, we divided them simply 
into small, medium and large kites. Note 
that the two smallest Flexifoils fell into 
different size groups for trains than they 
did for singles, simply because they fit 
better that way into the simplified group- 
ings we used for trains. 

To accommodate the ratings discrepan- 

Poly (at about $15) was also the kite most 
often called "best for the money." 

While both received high marks and 
were applauded for their quality, the Top 
of the Line Hawaiian Team Kite (at $160) 
was thought to  be "fairly priced" by 
most, while the Flexifoil 6-Foot Stacker 
(at $130) was the kite most often called 
"overpriced." 

Although no longer in production, 
the Rainbow Stunt Kite was universally 
acclaimed as a classic and lamented for its 
departure. Likewise, the kite most often 
called "fun" was Hyperkites' Ghosties, 
also discontinued. 

W e are sorry that there were not 
more reviews of some of the kites 
less frequently seen. We feel that 

readers should at least be aware of the 
names of some of the stunters that didn't 
make it to the tables, so we have listed all 
those that we know of at this writing (see 
box on page 56). 

Still more stunt kites-notably the 
four-line variety-have come on the mar- 
ket since this was written. We hope to  in- 
clude many of them, as well as smooth 
out  our survey's rough spots, in an even 
more comprehensive review next year. 

-Brooks G .  Leffler 
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Ranked within groups by descending Adjusted Total Score. Ratings are based on a scale of 1 ("lowesthuorst") to 5 ("highestlbest"). See text. 

'1 
Adj Tot Manufacturer d Model Fliers Avg Porta- Asbly Dura- Repair- Ease of Ease of Skill Pull Accu- Straight Turning Turning Wind Wind Range 
Score (4 Stack bility Time bility ability Launch Landng Req'd racy Speed Speed Radius Window (mph) 

38.83 Trlby Poly 6 5 2.8 3.1 45 38 3.3 4.0 33 3.1 33 3.1 3.6 33 3.6 6 t o 2 0  
38.50 Trlby Ripstop 2 8 25 4.0 45 45 3.0 4.0 35 3.0 4.0 3.0 25 25 4.0 1 0 t o 2 0  
a 0 0  Flexifoil Hot Shot 4 2 3 4.6 3.0 3.6 23 3.0 3.0 2.6 2.6 33 4.0 3.6 3.6 3.6 6 t o 3 5  
3566 PeterPowellSFootNylon 2 4 3.0 33 3.6 33 4.0 43 43 2.3 2.6 23 2.6 23 4.0 8 t o  26 
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KITES 6' BOOMERANGS . . . THE gmphite creations, unique custom- 
COMPANION SPORTS! World wid- made 85, and modern wood pro- 
est selection of the finest Sport duction sticks . . . The 0-MAN has 
Boomerangs. "Sticks" from USA, them all. Order your FREE illustrated 
England, France, Germany. Aus- catalo toda FAST, PERSONAL 
tmlie Incredible returns! Modern S E ~ A L W A Y ~  

BOOMERANG MAN, 1806-K North 3rd St., Monroe, Louisiana 71201-4222 
Telephone no. 318-325-8157 

any kite into a show- 
piece. Its unique 
spinning action and rainbow 
colors captivate the eye. 

INDlAN 
FIGHTER 

The classic fighter 
in ripstop and 
fiberglass. Its 
removable arch spar 
allows for compact 
storage and travel 

3 5  x29 

Carlisle 
Kiteworks 

809 Factory St., Carlisle, PA 17013 
Wholesale/Retail 7 17-243-79 13 

GREAT LAKES FUTON 
SKY RYDER KITE BAGS 

301 N. WATER ST. 
MILWAUKEE W153202 

414-272-3319 
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sharrrtl 
kfte spools 480 Clernentina Street San Francisco, CA 94103 415 896-1601 

The Festiva 
Food, Flight 
$16,OOO.OOln Total Prize 
Ocean City's Gold Medal plus $2,000 
to the person or team breaking an 
of the following World Records: 

THE 
Greatest Weight Lifted by a Kite 
Most Kites on a Train, Single Line 
Most Kites on aTrain, Dual Control 
Duration of Flight, Single Line 
Duration of Flight, Dual Control 
Largest Dual Control Kite 
Fastest Dual Control Kite 
Largest Eddy Kite 

Call Or Write For More Information 
The Kite Loft 

P.O. Box 551 
Ocean City, Maryland 21 842 

301 -289-7855 FAX 301 -289-5726 
For Record Attempts, Appl~cat~ons 

Must Be ~ece~ved BY ~eptimber 8, 1989 



Manufacturer & Exporter 
of Kites &Windsocks 

Customers' designs are welcome 

P.O. BOX 35-6 
Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C. 

Telex: 34380 Motoys 
Phone: (02) 265-0223,0224,0225 

Fax: (02) 262-8695 

&,-S 
-) spool A 

Great for slngle or dual-line k~tesl 
Simple to uselComes in 5 sues 

G&at Winds Kite Co. 
I 402 Occidental Ave. S. Seattle, Wa. 981 04 (206) 624-6886 

SKY DELIGHT KITES 
Designs by Joel K. Scholz 

3310 Bridle Path 
Austin, Texas 78703 
Phone 512-477-1 308 

Dealer inquiries invited. 
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Left, a bicyclist passes a kite 
in Shirone. Below, a dragon 
head parades in Weifang. 
Right, citizens of Sanjo 
gather for rokkaku flying. 

Dateline: February 25, 1989. 

Z 
incoln City, Oregon started the 
whole escapade. In September 
1986 the town laid claim to the 
title "Kite Capital of the World" 

and challenged others to counterclaim. 
Of course, other cities already had, 

namely Ocean City, Maryland (unoffi- 
cially in 1976 and officially in 1978) and 
then Atlantic City, New Jersey in about 
1985. But Lincoln City didn't give a hoot 
about them or anyone else. 

Kite Lines was asked to advise. We 
scoffed at  the idea in the beginning. But, 
darn it, we couldn't keep ourselves from 
thinking about it. How might such a 
crazy thing be judged, anyhow? Before 

(Yolen, the late founder of the Interna- 
tional Kitefliers Association, was noted 

/ for the whimsy and bombast of his press 
releases.) When the 1988 date came up, 
we postponed the decision until 1989, / allowing the claims to  simmer and ripen 

I appropriately. 
By the final date, we had received 13 

solid claims, enough to make a horse race. 
All the documents were entertaining; 
some were impressive. 

But we knew that to  weigh apples 
against oranges would test the wisdom of 1 Solomon. We hesitated. We squirmed. We 
agonized. Finally we tackled the dirty job 

/ that somebody had to  do. - 
capr 1989 by c s Newcomb Soon the papers piled up as we created 

weightings for the factors, two cross-ref- 
we knew it, we had written a couple of erence charts, a set of five rating scales 
lists, of the traits to be considered (some and a full scoring sheet for each claiming 
quantitative, some qualitative) and of city. Dozens of facts were researched 
potential claimants to the title (about 28 about such things as weather and popula- 
in the United States and about 20 outside tion. Midnight calculator batteries were 
the country). With that done, we realized burned. Yet for all our efforts, we were 
it would be only fair to inform eligible unable to obtain comprehensive, consis- 
cities and invite them to counterclaim, tent or "pure" numbers (though we have 
rather than let Lincoln City take the title it on good authority that numbers in the 
by default. real world are slippery critters). Still, they 

And where would they send their are interesting to chase, however dubious 
claims? Well . . . hmmm . . . to Kite Lines, their meaning, so we chased them. 
(Just what we needed, another "extra" The qualitative factors were no less 
activity.) We agreed to call a knowledge- troubling. Although openly subjective, 
able and impartial committee to decide they were not arrived at capriciously. 
and announce the results on February 25, Many slight differences were weighed. 
1988 or 1989, on Will Yolen's birthday. Midnight brain cells were burned. Again, 
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of the World, 
&!I study inVhityt 
Wyperbole, W i g u i t y  

and other k i te -moto tc%.  
the staff of Qte- 

in the end we cannot say that our results 
are meaningful, only that we gave the 
matters thought. 

In truth (and let us sav this loud and 
clear), we do not now and never have 
believed that any one city can be the Kite 
Cauital of the World. One citv cannot be 
exalted above another. 

We're happy to award a variety of 
other titles, however, as follows: 

Continued . . . 
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F @ ~ O  CANBERRA, NEW SOUTH 
$%h%a 
@@%ALES, AUSTRALIA, for sending 
** *&3 
$;@s a used, flattened, waxy milk car- 
$\?-on illustrated with Lawrence Har- Ma b:i&rave and his kites. "How many 
P sd. 

&&ther cities put kites on their mllk 
$Bartons?" asked Geoff Payne in hls 
@$etter of claim. He also counted "14 
$$@ersons named KITE in the phone 
!$$oak. I would like to know how -&?!: * ~ @ % n a n y  Tokyo or Bangkok or some - 

)f those other cities have." 

When all the evaluating was done, the 
Committee to Decide the Kite Capital of 
the Wsrld agreed that the scoring system 
used was rather inexact and the data col- 
lected was incomplete. Though the tabu- 
lators used as much care as possible, the 
system was only a first experience. A bet- 4 - ter scoring method is evolving and will be 

--* 
TO BANDON, OREGON, USA, 
which recently challenged Lincoln 
City, Oregon in the press. The news 
story was picked up all over the 
Pacific Northwest and as far away 
as New York. Frank and Janet 
McNew and the Bandon Kite 
Freaks gathered over 300 signatures 
attesting to Bandon's hitherto hid- 
den advantages of space, wind and 
friendly enthusiasts. Of particular 
interest was a copy of the Wind 
Energy Planning Study attached to  
the claim. It showed Oregon's 
highest wind rating on a year-round 
basis belongs to the Bandon coastal 
area, verified by kite wind velocity 
measurements, at  an overall average 

used in the future to  name a list s f  the 
top csntenders for Kite Capital s f  the 
Warld. As cities refine their efforts to  
meet the criteria, we should see new posi- 
tions and new names in the line-up, as well 
as mere and better kiteflying everywhere. 

Readers of Kite Lines are invited t e  
cemment on the characteristics and en- 
tries highlighted this year. Potential 
claiming cities are encouraged to  ask f s r  
the new and improved Claim Form far 
Kite Capital of the World. It specifies the 
data and characteristics that the commit- 
tee will review for the next list. 

Committee members W ~ Q  served for 
1989 include Jon Burkhardt, Pete Ianuzzi, 
Rick Kinnaird, Ted Manekin, Curt Mar- 
shall, Bob Price, Bill Rutiser and the Kite 
Lines staff. v 
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California Condor 
*Swallow-Tailed Ki te 

S tan  Swanson 
Po. Box 7ObOt 

Seattle, W !  98107 
(206) 782 - 1472 

0 World's First: Actually Flies and Stunts Alone! A 
Flies Really Well in Pairs - Stacks Superbly! : 
Ideal for Beginners or Professionals C 

Easily Launched and Relaunched 
Crash-Proof Nose 
No Center Spar 
Low Wind or High Wind 

I Skyrod s quipped 
Flies 360s 

HOT SINGLE TOO! 
LOOK AT THAT FLARE! - 

TOTAL AREA 494 sq. in. 

I High Performance Stunt Kites 

-4 Lowest Price 

LEADING EDGE 32 in. 1 CHORD 251,. in. 1 
Lots of new items 
just out, including 

NEW QUAD KITES and 
$ NEW COLORED LINE. 

p2j": Catalog available. 
wv 1 I SKYROD & JET KITE MFG. , , Phone: 503-355-2210 1 I We GUARANTEE the lowest price. Fax: 503-355-2022 

1910 Highway 101 North 
Rockaway Beach, Oregon 97136 I I Large Selection 

We have one of the largest inventory in the 

Fast Service 
Most orders are shipped next day. SZlLAGl FIGHTER KITES ] MADE OF STRONG DURABLE WET STRENGTH MADRAS PAPER. Quality Products 
Authorized dealer to: Action, Flexifoil, Peter 
Powell, Shanti, Spiderline, Spryo-Jet, 
G Top of the Line Kites. 

AVAILABLE IN  MANY COLORS AND PATTERNS. 
114 THE WEIGHT OF RIPSTOP FIGHTERS. 

FULLY ADJUSTABLE FROM STABLE FLIGHT TO SPLIT SECOND 
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND A FREE SWATCH OF MADRAS PAPER, PLEASE WRITE 

OR CALL US AT: 

39-82 SOTH STREET 
WOODSIDE N.Y. 11377 

-~ SZlLAGl FIGHTERS KITES 

Balloon Factory & Kites 
Hoy Quan, Chief Kiteflier 
891 Ashiya, Montebello, CA 90640 
(818) 912-1272 

(718) 458-5270 

DEALER INQUIRES INVITED 

Write for a FREE stunt kite booklet G prices. 
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For the Record 

More Kite Records in the GDR! 

A Dialogue with Guinness 
Since 1973, I have been corresponding 
with the  Guinness Book of Records, first 
in m y  capacity as the Executive Secretary 
of the Maryland Kite Society, then as 
Editor of Kite Lines. About 55 letters 
have gone back and forth over this time, 
not t o  mention the  occasional phone call 
or telegram. Many of m y  letters were 
thick, three or more pages of single-spaced 
typing, accompanied by copies of the 
magazine. 

In the  beginning I was deferential t o  
the great Guinness, but as time went on  I 
became more assertive. I had found that ,  
though our relations with Guinness were 
always very cordial, the books when 
finally published were often a disappoint- 
ment. The number of kite records recog- 
nized was limited t o  begin with and the 
records given were typically confused.* 

We were especially distressed when, in 
1987, Guinness took what had been the 
Longest Kite-the Thai-style cobra flown 
by the Dutch team of Herman van den 
Broek and Jan Pieter Kuil in 1984-and 
recognized it as the Largest, based on  its 
total area, including tail. Of course, it has 
never been possible for kitefliers to  define 
accurately' the  proportion of lift t o  drag 
in a kite's tail, whether o r  not  the tail is 
an intrinsic part of the  kite, as it is with a 
cobra. T o  claim that  a tail represents lift- 
ing area is improper. 

We were 'discouraged. After all, kite- 
flying represents only about .075 percent 
of the  total Guinness book. How could 
the editors care very much about-let 
alone know very much about-kites? 

Then one day in June 1988 we received 
a letter from Guinness asking our opinion 
on a new claim for Largest Kite by the 
Bobokiteam, led by Roberto Bocchini of 
Perugia, Italy. Incredibly, the people a t  
Guinness, instead of counting the  cells of 
the centipede in question and multiplying 
them by the  area of each cell, actually 
multiplied the length of the centipede by 
the width of its outriggers t o  arrive at  a 
figure for the total area! This gigantic 
blunder triggered a fast three-page reply 

*An amusing history of the Guinness listings 
with a chart of annual vacillations was published 
in "Tight Lines," newsletter of the Greater 
Delaware Valley Kite Society, March 1989, 
$6.00 for six issues, P.O. Box 888, Newfield, NJ 
08344. It also appears in the latest printings of 
The Bearly-Made-lt List of Little-Known World 
Kitelying Records, $20 from the same address. 

from Kite Lines and our  correspondence 
with Guinness really began t o  heat up. 

This time we  were not timid. We bold- 
ly outlined a list of 13 kite records that 
we recommended for inclusion in the 
Guinness book. We decided it would be 
worthwhile to  step up  the pace of our 
letters, t o  pressure the editors for more 
space for kiting achievements, which have 
expanded so much recently, especially for 
stunt kites. 

Joy!  In October 1988 we received 
word that Guinness agreed with our stan- 
dards on existing records. Since this 
agreement required them t o  withdraw 
their previous entries, they planned to 
delete erroneous records from the 1990 
edition and then reintroduce the sus- 

pended categories, with corrected entries, 
in 1991. In the  meantime, for  1990, they 
would print the two "good" standing 
records (for Altitude by Train of Kites 
and Duration) plus four others. What a 
break! Four new categories in Guinness! 
We were warned that  these new categories 
might be dropped in 1991 if the book's 
space could not  be expanded, which is 
still uncertain. Nevertheless, this was a 
significant wedge in the impregnable 
Guinness fortress. We were asked t o  sug- 
gest four categories they might add, based 
on importance and interest, and then t o  
supply detailed rules and regulations for  
each record. 

The letter that  followed took more 
time and thought than any we'd ever 
written t o  Guinness. The whole Kite Lines 
staff compared thoughts for recommen- 
dations t o  the  transition list. We ended u p  
giving a fresh selection of 13 records in 
our order of preference. 

Guinness replied in the form of draft 
text for 1990. The five records (not six) 
chosen for that  edition will be: Longest 
Kite; Altitude by Train of Kites; Fastest 
Speed Attained by a Kite; Greatest Lift 
by a Single Kite; and Longest Duration of 
Flight. Though no t  our top choices, the  
five records picked were a definite im- 
provement. We replied with praise and 
thanksgiving and returned the rules appli- 
cable t o  the categories named. 

In response, Guinness sent us for proof- 
reading their proposed rules packages that  
they plan t o  provide t o  future claimants 
in each category. 

For 1991, Guinness will restore the 
categories for Altitude by  Single Kite; 
Largest Kite; and Most Kites on One 
Line. We hope they will keep the  others 
they have adopted "temporari1y"for 1990. 
They will be influenced not only by letters 
from Kite Lines, but by evidence of 
"widespread competitiveness" in these 
arenas. Kiters, this is our year t o  break 
kite world records-any kite world 
records. Even the failures can help estab- 
lish the  climate that will nurture future 
accomplishment. 

Meantime, we're still working t o  per- 
suade Guinness t o  add more kite cate- 
gories, particularly the unelected one at  
the head of our suggestion list: Most 
Stunt Kites Maneuvered in Train. 

-Valerie Govig 

F o r  the Record continues. . . 
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SpiderLineTM Update: ) THE REVOLUTION CONTINUES 
In 1986 Catch the Wind ~~t guess what soon stunt 

introduced Spiderline to the kiters evewhere began to 
sport of stunt kiting. At the try SpiderLine. And look 

around now. When you go 

fiber lines are 

was 75% 
the top profes- "- sionals down 

t day beginners. And 
weaken in sunlight. We said most of it is good old "new fash- 
that the Spectram fibers that made ioned Spiderline. The revolution we 
up SpiderLine were about to com- predicted has happened. 
pletel~rrvolutiOnlze the high tech fi- And now we've got Spiderline in 
her industry. And we said that the more strength ratings than ever-- and 

of stunt kiting would never at  the very best prices, too. Check 
again be the same. with your local kite dealer, or contact 

We said that even the slightest us directly. 
line &retch would be a thing the SpiderLine is now available in the 
past. ~ a t a b r a s i o n f m m ~ e w r a p s  following pound test ratings: 1356, 

cease to be a 150#, 200#, 240#, 275#, 300#, and 
And that hereafter, wind profile of 500#. 
nying lines would seem virtually non- 
existent. What's more the price 
would generally be less than Kevlar. 

Skeptics abounded. PO Box 1019, Lincoln City, Oregon 97367 

SpiderLine 
Sets 3 World Records 

Since we introduced SpiderLine 
to kiteflyers in the summer of 
1986. Catch the Wind's Kite 

Team has set the following stunt 
kite records: 

1. Most consecutive spins in one 
direction without losing con- 
trol: 250. by Ron Brown, using 
a Hawaiian Spin-Off and 150- 
lb SpiderLine. Pattaya Inter- 
national Kite Festival, Thailand, 
April 1987. (See Kite Lines, 
V.6, #4, p. 59.) 

2. WorldZ, Largest stmt kite: 330 
sq. ft. parafoil, using 300-lb 
SpiderLine, by John Waters. 
Lincoln City, OR, Feb.5, 1987. 
(See KUe Lines, V.6 #3, p.77.) 

3. World's fastest kte: 108 mph, 
by Troy Vickstrom, using a 10' 
Flexifoil and 300-lb. Spider- 
Line. Lincoln City, OR, May 
16, 1987. (See Kite Lines, V.6, 
#4, p.67.) 

- 503-994-9500 800-227-7878 ' 
- ---- 

EQUIPMENT FOR THE PROFESSIONAL 

Performance, DACRON 
Quality, Dependability 20# 30# 50# 7% loo#+ 130# 

This is what you expect from your 200# * 250# 
equipment. In order to guarantee you the 
best, we've taken the input from the best KEVLAR 
fliers in the country and translated it into the 50# loo# 200# 300# 
best flying lines available today. Whether 
you fly single line kites or stunters, we have $EJ' 900# 

the line for your needs. Hard-pulling stacks, 
ultra-light flying, precision aerobatics, or 

SPECTRA-1000 
\J\1! 7% 135# 200# 300# 450# stable flight, we have the line you need in the flc 

strength you want. $\J\1! 800# 

Ask for the BEST - Ask for TOP SHELF Dealer Inquiries invited 

HIGH FLY KITE C 0. BOX 2 146 - Haddonfield, NJ 08033 - (609) 429-6260 



Fortlre Record . . . Continued 

Fastest Flexi 
Tony Wolfenden supplied us with the 
following information: It was Sunday 
afternoon, October 16, 1988 at  St. Kilda 
Marina, Melbourne, Australia. Gale force 
winds were blowing 50 knots (57 mph), 
with gusts up to  80 knots (92 mph). 

In this ridiculous wind, Neil Taylor, 
Dennis Dunnel and Tony Wolfenden went 
out to  fly Flexifoils. They were accom- 
panied by Ray Wood of Invetech Opera- 
tions who had a radar gun-recently cali- 
brated and known to be accurate. 

Tony's six-foot Flexifoil was the only 
kite rigged for radar viewing. It was stan- 
dard except for a stiffened spar: the cen- 
ter hollow section had been filled with 
epoxy and a solid fiberglass (GRP) rod. 
The spar was then double wrapped with 
aluminum foil and slid back inside the 
leading edge pocket of the kite. 

The 150-foot flying lines were brand 
new 200-pound-test braided Kevlar. 

After a number of test flights showed 
remarkably consistent readings on the 
radar gun, the highest speed of the day- 

184 kph (114 mph)-was achieved just 
before both flying lines snapped. 

The flight broke the record for fastest 
kite set by Troy Vickstrom on May 16, 
1987 with a ten-foot Flexifoil (174 kph, 
108 mph) on the beach at  Lincoln City, 
Oregon, USA (see Kite Lines, Summer- 
Fall 1987, page 67). 

In his letter t o  Kite Lines, Wolfenden 
wrote: "What is interesting is that, in 
spite of the much stronger wind than that 
reported from Lincoln City, we were only 
able to achieve another [six] miles per 
hour. Next time we will try a ten-foot 
Flexi and stronger line." 

Ed. Note: Tony and his friends have dem- 
onstrated that higher wind speeds do not 
automatically produce higher kite speeds. 
For each kite, there is an optimum wind 
speed, above which the kite may become 
distorted, resulting in degraded perfor- 
mance. Also, differences in kite size, 
weight, line length and diameter, and/or 
individual flier technique can account for 
varying results. 0 

NEW! stunt kite with a 
dynamic 3-D wedge keel. 
The innovative nose and 
keel design brings a third 

dimension with MORE LIFT in 
light air and POWER in the wind. 

Superior performance 
Striking graphics 
Kevlar reinforced nose 
Graphite struts available 
Sail area - 9.1 square feet 
Wingspan 9 6  

ORDER YOURS TODAY! 

ONE OF JERRY'S KITES 
Box 388 
Ocean Park, WA 98640 
( 2 0 6 )  665-6464 

Makers of the fine 
Avenger & Revenger 

Dealer inquiries invited. (ultralight) 

WE'VE 
CROWN 

What's Up products are found in 
fine kite stores everywhere. 
Wholesale to the trade only. 

Dealer inquiries invited. 

4500 Chagrin River Road 
Chagrin Falls, Ohio 44022 

21 61247-4222 
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Empty Spaces in the Sky 

Harvey "Javier" Wood 
Born in Canada in 1905, Harvey James 
William Wood Scott was a man of many 
talents and interests. We only recently 
learned of his death on May 30, 1987 in 
Guzman, Mexico. 

After studying drafting and archaeolo- 
gy, Harvey joined the Ford Motor Com- 
pany in the United States at  the age of 28. 
He was one of Ford's principal draftsmen 
and designers, and he eventually became a 
U.S. citizen. 

Harvey was strongly attracted to the 
culture of Mexico and he made many 
trips to that country. At the end of the 
1950s, he retired to Mexico. In 1960, he 
married Rosa Maria Corona Quintero and 
they had three children. 

In 1979, Javier-as he became known 
in Mexico-settled in the city of Guzman 
and started the hobby of cartography. He 
was fascinated by the ancient family 
estates in Mexico, and he set out to com- 
pile a map and photographic register of 
them. Before he died, he was able to  visit, 
investigate, photograph and map 270 his- 
toric estates. 

All of this time, Javier shared his love 
of kites with the people of Mexico. He 
conducted and organized numerous kite 
workshops and events. He was known and 
respected for his multicolored creations. 

Javier's last wish was to  be cremated 
and have his ashes scattered over the land 
he loved, the warm sunny land where he 
flew his kites. - L.M. C. 

Don Smith 
Donald Shirley Smith of Troy, Michigan 
died November 18,1988 at  the age of 81. 

A retired insurance agent, his love of 
kites grew after he attended the 1982 
AKA convention in Detroit, Michigan. 

Don's specialty was bird kites, starting 
with seagulls taught to him by Bill Kocher 
of Lutherville, Maryland. Later, Don de- 
signed patterns for snow greeseand eagles. 
Each kite was hand painted and so a little 
different from the others. Every kite was 
numbered and signed. No kite was pack- 
aged until it flew to  Don's satisfaction. 

He loved going to  local Scout groups, 
supplying them with kites and teaching 
them proper flying procedures. 

Don was making and flying kites up to  
one month before he died. He is survived 
by his wife Sarah Jane, two children and 
six grandchildren. -S. J. S. 

Harry w u ~ s  wlrn nls gas-puwered winch and kite 

Harry C. Sauls 
The designer of the Naval Barrage Kite, 
Harry C. Sauls, died of a heart attack on 
December 2, 1988, at the age of 90 in 
North Miami Beach, Florida. 

He was born and grew up in a large 
family in North Carolina. His formal edu- 
cation was brief, but his natural mechan- 
ical abilities were considerable. 

After his discharge from the Marines in 
1920, he raised poultry in California and 
hung around the car races in LosAngeles, 
where balloons carried advertising ban- 
ners. He noticed they would go down in 
heavy winds, just when the crowds arrived, 
and decided the cure was a kite. "Having 
built kites all my life since a kid, I decided 
to give it a try." He based his design on 
examples seen at the Smithsonian. After 
much work and many mistakes, he devel- 
oped his methods and began advertising 
for Earl Carroll's Follies, Silver Foam 
Soap, 7-Up and others. He employed 16 
people and 7 sewing machines. 

The Sauls kite underwent extensive 
testing by the Navy before it was adopted 
in 1941 to fly from ships on cables to 
ward off enemy dive bombers. The Sauls 
Vangrow Company was formed in Dayton, 
Ohio to manufacture the kites. The Navy 
ordered 3,300 of them at a total cost of 
$543,000. Production ran from February 
1943 to January 1945. The Sauls VKS-1 
was 101 x 141 x 2711 and used 24 yards of 
3611 waterproofed cotton over spruce 
spars and weighed 21 pounds. 

In 1942 he married Edna 
Mae White and in 1946 they 
moved to Florida, where 
Harry helped engineers sur- 
vey the North Miami Beach 
area. Harry went into build- 
ing and real estate. He also 
kept tinkering with kites, 
and became one of the first 
members of AKA in 1964. 
He was active in the Gold 
Coast Chapter of the AKA 
along with Jack Aymar, 
Dom Jalbert, Odell Miller 
and Walter Scott. He was 
featured on the cover of 
Kite Tales (predecessor of 
Kite Lines) for two succes- 
sive issues in 1966. 

In 1983, the Maryland 
wagon. Kite Society awarded Sauls 

their Honorary Order of 
the Kite Award for his Na- 

val Barrage Kite, "thought to be one of the 
most important military uses of a kite." 

Notes from conversations then show 
both the achievements and the modesty 
of Harry Sauls, who said, "I've never gone 
into kites scientifically. I just know I can 
build a good kite and I do it and that's it." 

Sauls is survived by his wife and by the 
trees and flowers of Harry and Edna Mae 
Sauls Park a block from his home. -KG.  

Tony the Kite Man 
Anthony J. Ziegler, known to everyone in 
Monroe, Michigan as Tony the Kite Man, 
died January 23,1989 at  the age of 82. 

For most of his life, Tony devoted him- 
self t o  providing wholesome activities for 
the children of his home town. He filled 
his own backyard with playground equip- 
ment that he built. He also constructed a 
playground for the local Community Cen- 
ter and arranged for traveling teen dances 
at various civic parks. Tony earned his 
Kite Man nickname by entertaining at 
picnics, parties or just in his own back- 
yard with his kites. 

Tony favored the three-stick "barn- 
door" kite and his trademark was a giant 
one made for the City of Monroe Recrea- 
tion Department. His largest was 16 feet 
high and 12 feet wide. To handle his kites, 
Tony built his own reels, powered winches 
and a trailer to haul it all. He also equipped 
a doll ("Dolly") with a parachute and 
dropped her from his kite line by a trigger 
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and Dolly floated to earth. Tony's work 
was praised in the local press and in Kite 

b 
:g Tales in its second issue, January 1965, 

and again in its Winter 1968 edition. 
In 1988, Tony and his wife Margaret 

celebrated their 60th anniversary. The cou- 
I, ple lived all their married life in Monroe, 
2 where they raised five children of their 
; own and two grandsons. In all they had 
5 23 grandchildren, 3 2 great-grandchildren 

Tony Ziegler and his trademark barn-door kite. and two great-great-grandchildren.-L.M.C. 

Jack Van Gilder 
When the news came from Seattle that rich legacy. Included were articles on his 
Jack Van Gilder, after a long battle with kite train, gull delta and handhold reel; a 
cancer, had died on April 15, 1989 (his profile of Louise Crowley; a photo se- 
67th birthday), it was not unexpected; quence documenting the bridling of a 
but it was hard to believe, because Jack's giant Japanese (Shirone) kite; proportions 
presence was so strong in our lives. for the classic delta; how to make 2,700 

I had known Jack from the early 70s Sisson sleds in three days; a remembrance 
when the Washington of Dave Checkley ; 
Kitefliers Association and this issue's ar- 
was just forming un- ticle on arch trains 
der the co-leadership (see page 25). 
of Jack and Dave Jack was an obser- 
Checkley. Jack would vant writer and good 
dedicate much of his 
life to kiting for the 
next 18 years. He 
filled many posts: 
secretary - treasurer 
of the WKA; chair of 
many local kite'festi- 
vals, exhibits and 
workshops; president 
of the AKA from 
1981-83 : organizer 

cameraman. His pic- 
tures of Louise Crow- 
ley, taken to order 
and printed in his 
own darkroom, were 
outstanding ("arty," 
he called them). 

Jack never forgot 
the fun of kites: he 
loved finding and 
wearing one of the -, - -  .- 

7 0 

of the Fort Worden Jack Van Gilder in Detroit, Michip-.. ... .-32. few ki{e-print hats in 
kite conference since existence; he loved 
its start in 1984-not to mention the work telling the story of the seagulls attacking 
he did for his church and community. his eagle kite off the back of the Puget 

Jack was a great student of the delta Sound ferry. He was "cheerful, positive 
and based many of his colorful models on and devout in his faith . . . an inspiration 
native Alaskan totem motifs. He was also for kitefliers everywhere," as expressed in 
known for his magnificent 100-delta trains. the WKA's nomination of Jack for the 

He took care to pass along his experi- Steve Edeiken memorial award, which he 
ence and enthusiasm. He was a teacher to  received in 1988. 
anyone who asked. The bimonthly WKA Two weeks before his death, Jack 
newsletter became one of the best of its stood up in church and told everyone 
kind, put out by Jack until his last year. goodbye. It was appropriate for someone 
Its pages were always full, but never con- who cared, listened, wrote letters and 
tained complaints about lack of contribu- made phone calls all his life with endless 
tions or the time taken away from Jack's empathy and bounce. 
work as an insurance agent. Jack leaves his wife Viola, four child- 

Jack helped with several kite publica- ren, three grandchildren-and a world of 
tions, but he honored Kite Lines with a friends. -V.G. 

e chosen o 
sociates careful 

panies like Gunth 
anti, Quicksilver and 
n have been with us. 
As kiting has grown, 
so have we, adding 

restigious friends like 
Professor Waldof, 

ontrovento, Flexifoil 
ernational of Holland, 

artin Lester, Peter Lynn, 
Windy Kites, Vertical 

isuals, Wycombe, Trl by. 

E'VE 
CROWN 

What's Up products are found in 
fine kite stores everywhere. 
Wholesale to the trade only. 

Dealer inquiries invited. 

4500 Chagrin River Road 
Chagrin Falls, Ohio 44022 

21 61247-4222 
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J 0RGEN M0LLER HANSEN of Aarhus, 
Denmark started building kites as a 

child. As he grew up, his kitemaking was 
interrupted by various things, including 
school. From 1977 to 1981, he studied at 
the Kolding School of Art Craft. He is 
now a graphic designer. 

After ending his education at the Art 
Craft School, JQrgen started making kites 
again. In the last four years, he has con- 
centrated more on the graphics of his 
kites. Jdrgen says that making exciting 
graphics in the sky is the most important 
thing for him. 

In 1984, Jdrgen and his friend Niels 
Flensborg founded the Midtbyens Drage- 
club Aarhus (Central Aarhus Kite Club). 
JQrgen told Kite Lines that "we are not 
organized in the 'normal' way of clubs. 
Our organization seems to be a little anar- 
chistic, but we succeed in getting contact 
with kiters in Denmark and other coun- 
tries in Europe." 

In December 1987, JQrgen began plan- 
ning and sketching his "Triple Malay 
Stack." During February and March of 
1988, he test flew several configurations. 
The actual construction lasted through 
April, May and June 1988. The Stack's 
first flight was on the island of Fand, off 
the coast of Denmark. 

Each kite in the Stack is an individual 
Malay measuring 50 x 50  centimeters (20 
x 20 inches). The fabric is ripstop nylon, 
appliqued in a bold asymmetric pattern. 

The spars are wood ("fiberglass is too 
expensive," says Jdrgen), two in each kite 
plus one long spar extending from the left 
kite t o  the right kite of each row. 

A large horizontal spar out in front of 
the Stack helps keep everything in line, 
like the "expansible box or double bird 
train by Ohashi-same system." To land 
the Stack, "you have to stunt it down." 
A three-point bridle leads from this spar 
to  the flying line. 

There are 27 kites in the Stack, each 
with its own 15-meter (49-foot) tail. A sin- 
gle line connects each kite in column. 

As a unit, the Stack is 2.25 meters (7.4 
feet) wide and 15 meters (49.2 feet) long. 
The separation between each row is about 
1.8 meters (about 6 feet). 

"Launching," says JQrgen, "is a little 
bit difficult. All the kites are on the earth 
in the beginning; you start all the train at  
once-all in the same minute." Once in 
the air, the Stack flies "at a high angle-at 
least 75-80 degrees or more." 

When not in the air, the Stack collapses 
"into a little package, yes. I can take it on 
my bicycle." 

T his Kite Lines series features a reader's 
kite picture on a whole page in full 

color in each issue. Yours could be the 
next one! What kind of kite photograph 
qualifies for this honor? 

First, the kite must fly well. Support- 
ing information must be included describ- 
ing the kite's typical flight and giving its 
dimensions, materials and history. 

Second, the kite must be beautiful. 
Agreed, beauty is in the sky of the behold- 
er. This is an openly subjective criterion. 

Third, the kite must show some quality 
of originality in either form, craftsman- 
ship, color, decoration or use of attached 
elements. (No commercial kites, please!) 

Fourth, the photograph (as a separate 
consideration from the kite in it) must be 
of high artistic and technical quality- 
sharp, well-framed, rich in color. For 
printing, we prefer 35mm or larger trans- 
parencies. We can also use color prints if 
they are 811 x 1011 or larger. Tip: we favor 
vertical format over horizontal. 

The photograph should be taken in 
one of two modes: as a close-up of the 
kite in the sky, the kite filling at least 
one-third of the film area; or as a back- 
ground-inclusive shot, showing people, 
scenery, etc., behind the kite. In any case, 
the kite should be shown well, although 
not necessarily flying, as long as the sup- 
porting information establishes the kite's 
flyability. In fact, background features 
give a reference point and sometimes in- 
creased interest to a picture. 

We suggest you take many pictures of 
the kite. Snap it in the sky, at festivals, 
morning, noon and night-even indoors 
on display. Discard any preconceptions of 
what a "correct" kite photograph should 
be. Then send us no more than five photo- 
graphs of one kite at a time. To avoid risk 
of sending an original transparency or 
photograph, you may send a duplicate for 
review. 

Ship in stiff protective packaging and 
enclose a self-addressed envelope with 
stamps or international reply coupons for 
return of your material-otherwise, we 
cannot guarantee its return. 

Photographs submitted must be not 
previously published. After publication in 
Kite Lines, further rights revert to the 
photographer and kitemaker. 

Klte Lines credits both kitemakers and 
photographers. A photographer may take 
pictures of a kite not his or her own, but 
in such case should ask the kitemaker's 
help in supplying information for the sub- 
mission. You are invited to enter! You have 
nothing to lose but your obscurity. v 

GROWN 
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KITE PATENTS: a one-line description, in l i s t  
form, of every kite-related patent issued in the 
U.S.A. Information includes numbers, names 
and dates. More than 600 patents, about 30 
pages. Available for $50 from Ed Grauel, 799 
Elmwood Terrace, Rochester, NY 14620. 

USAIUSSR "PEACE" KITES, from a limited 
edition of 100 made in 1985. Nylon and fiber- 
glass, diamond-shaped, $100 each. Sky Scrapers 
Kites, P.O. Box 11149, Denver, CO 80211. 

-- - 

STUNT KITES - Several popular styles. Like 
new. Priced to sell. Contact: Daniel Hamilton, 
6107 Odana Road, Madison, WI 53719. 

WANTED 

Classifieds are limited to noncommercial and 
personal advertisers. Rates are $1 .OO per word, 
$10.00 minimum, payable in advance. Publisher 
reserves the right to reject any advertisement 
and to abbreviate to save space. Send copy and 
payment to: Kite Lines, Post Office Box 466, 
Randallstown, M D 211 33-0466. 

FOR SALE P.0. BOX 276 

NYLON TAFFETA, 60-inches wide, royal blue Mifflinville, PA 18631 
only, $1.25 per yard, minimum 10 yards. Price (7l7) 759-3167 
includes shipping from: Chuck Holmes, 136 W. 
Forest Drive, Spartanburg, SC 29301. 

KITE CLIPPINGS and news articles are always 
wanted by Kite Lines. Surprise rewards1 Send 
your bits and pieces to: Post Office Box 466, 
Randallstown, M D 211 33-0466. 

USED LARGE KITES - Sutton Flow Forms, 
Hagaman parafoils, giant deltas, Cody kites and 
stunt kites. Send description, condition and 
asking price to: Rick Simmons, 5605 Trastevere 
Road, Clay, NY 13041. 

FREE 

The "Peter Powell Stunt Times," a four-color 
four-page newsletter published twice a year is 
yours for the asking1 Send your name and 
address to: Peter Powell Kites, Inc., 1040 N.E. 
43rd Court, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334. 

BRUMMITT'S GUIDE TO IUTES 
will be published soon! 

Despite additional delays caused by the 
recent moving of the Kite Lines offices, 
we are s t i l l  at work on the revised edi- 
tion of the classic Golden Guide hand- 
book by Wyatt Brummitt (out of print 
since 1982). 

We are sure you will enjoy the com- 
pletely updated contents and new kite 
plans in  this fresh edition. 

Look for it at your favorite kite store. 

Aeolus Press, Inc. 
Post Office Box 466 

Randallstown, MD 21133-0466 

MAIL ORDER 
1-800-345-KITE 
(MD  re^. 301-289-7855) 

Call today for the best prices 
and service. We will 

handle all your kiting needs. 

The 16-foot delta 

ripstop nylon sail . fiberglass magic wand strut system 
breaks down to 3 0  bag 

One of Jerry's Kites 
P.O. Box 388, Ocean Park, WA 98640 

206-665-6464 

SKYLlNE@PRODUCrS 

1 
WEENIEeSOXSO 

4" dia. 10' $14.95 
20' $19.95 
30' $24.95 

Al  RTUBEeSOXSO 
6" dia. 10' $19.95 

40' $59.95 

Colors Rainbow. Firebird, Red-White-Blue 
Larger Sizes On Request 

S3.50Shipping WA-7.8%Tax 

Wr~te .  SKY LINE 01989 
P 0 Box 125 
Montesano. WA 98563 

-*> 
- 





. $16,000 Total Prize Money 
Ocean Cw's Gold Medal 
plus $2,000 to the person 

following World Records.0 
Greatest Weight L~fted by a Kite 
Most Kites on a Train, Single Line 
Most Kites on a Train, Dual Control 
Duration of Flight, Single Line 
Duration of Flight, Dual Control 
Largest Dual Control Kite 
Fastest Dual Control Kite 
Largest Eddy Kite 

L 

The Festival of Fun, F a  Flbht & Fame 
For Details, &/I Or Mite: 

I I ~ h n o s  by Joe ~sehwmd 1 301 -289-7855 Fax # 301 -289-5726 1 





rmny 090U hosl localonl Ihrrr r ths oench .I OccmShor~r .  Wsrh~n#un#ndthc~l~ddlchur) 
Fctwrl." V I n n J " l  < < nr..,r r.,pccrhcl, .re 
M.ke8,own 0;ran %horrrK In PO Box 607. 
0.-m Shnrr.. W A  98169. USA 2011 2894103 
m l U  n ~ o u d l . l Y . n d h ~ m c K l l u  PO BOx652. 
Yl~dllcbur) Y T  01753 V9.A 8112 388.9782 ! 

OCL 14, K i l e E x c h n ~  41h mnlul.  =r the 
.\.,.0"d so.rmg.uuuum, I h m r  HtII hrk 
k lmvr  NY. USA Coocm B~IIGlllrghn. 
\ n r n ~ n d  Sor ru lg luuum.  RD 3 H.rnlllrll 
Rod. E h r r r  N Y  14903. USA607  734-3128 

Jw 281 R.dioAVON KruDsy. 6 m  annull. ar 
H2g.e. Park f'hlu,.h",.h. V W  Z..l.nd 
C o n o n  De' Pllf~dd. L c w U  K n a ,  r rmeear 
Abcnur. Us8kuku Bevh N a l h C ~ n m b u r ) .  
Ncu Z s I m d .  0102 27144 

1- 28: Puifi*. Yiu  Yc&d, p u t  of t h rTc  
H . r m ~  h h r  Flanr.l, on the W h W P o s  
l'rnu1911.. HlbrwusCol,, n""holAu<kI.nd. 
Vcu 7a l .nd  R ~ d d  bv wc we& of lyle 

Sep. 91 I t b u x K I  Fclhr.l, 7fh m u d ,  %tAllnn 
H. Trrmsn Su te  Marine P 1 4  I t h s q  NY. USA. 
Conma; J m c  Lswrmcc, Chsmber of commerce, 
P.0 Box 147. h h x s  NY 14851,6011213.1080. 

Scp. 91 PH Memory Day. 5th nnnud. at the 
Mzrmr, Halb.ck. Denmuk. In memory of Plul 
Hmningm,  kite",*", l y t m i o  m d  kirc book 
author born Septrmbcr9, 1894. Con- Jrna 
B ~ ~ ~ ,  ma or*= KI"~ ,  ~ j b t ~ ~ ~ j  4, 
4390 Vipperod. Dcnmuk, 0314817-11. workhops for ch i ld ra  rnd %hits. conur r ;  

Corm &Kay. K i t s  That Fly, R D  3 Main R o d .  
Albany. Aucklsnd, New Z e b n d  09N15-8534 

Aug. 1 H d  of Pnnr Kiu t ly.2nJ annud. .I 
#he PmFonlb~llHllluf Func. D n m n .  OH. USA 
Conm<r Connrc Pcdnlon. Ohlo w : q  10, Ihc 
Llr.llon of Kart% 12003 Fn chill R o d .  
Llmcllod. OH 44120. C'U. 216,229 I l l 2  

A", 3 6 .  N-no KlDI Pntrm, NclNao. l u lg  
Coo- Guldo Amucmn. 3 v u  dclh Cnn  
Nuovc. 02034 Mooropolr ,n S l b m r  l d y  

S o .  93 Flv AKirc To  FfchtMulfBlc S d a o i r  
odm. %id in front or th; GI- iudimrium. 
O e e n  Grove, NJ. USA. Rcg lmt lon  fee bo be 
donnrd  roMS Sockrv). C o n m  Irv or Dec 

oCL 1 ~ 1 1 .  ~ ~ i r ~ f r n ~ ~ o ~ ~ u ~ i y . ~ s h ~ n n u d .  
on the bench. \nuJc. C4. USA C u n m t  C o w  
j e n m .  wlndborne ~ . t c s  sni CIonay  Row. 
.Xontnw. CA 93940 US%. 408.373-7422 

u.ft%, Sky High ~ i & ,  50  R m a n  Avenue, 0e.s" 
Grove, NJ 07756, USA, 2011774-0511. 

o < r  w 1 5 ,  Nyu*iLtem.riorulKite F n M  
sf the South Naasaki D inmdo  Gmundr, 

M T W T P  
1 2  
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1 9  2 0  2 1  2 2  Zf 
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hfb.. Pond ~ & h .  S*px&k, LonglSmd, 
NY. USA. ConlM; D m  Rstfion, Dan's Paper,  
P 0. Draw" AR. Brldehunnron. NY 11932. 

Sp. 10 ,  r!.&-wool compeltlon,  4th m m d .  
at ~Lmcland Lakcfront Park, Edgw%tcr, 
c l w d m d ,  OH, USA. Conmn c o m b  Pederran. 
Ohio socicfy for the E lmt ion  of Klfn.  
l2WO Fairh~U Road, Clwclnnd, OH4412O. USA. 
2161229-5211. 

USA, 51615174500. ' 

Fcmval . ~ n d n l o n  park. ~np.cr.  Y o r  2cal.nd 
A .dchnuon of ~ c u  2cxl.nd's 150th binhdav 

Aug, 61 R o L L h  Chdlcnge. 2nd mnull ,  at 
~ v m b s ~ n y  park. Toroom, Oorrrio, m a d e  
Coomcc John Cnnpmn, Toronto Kirc Flyoa 
Gmup, 280 wellodey S m r  Em, Tomom, 
OnmrioM4X 1G7, Can- 4161922-2580, 

Conmn: J u n e  White. New Z ~ a l m d  Kircflrers 
Asociauon, P.0 Box 665. Nnpier, New Z d m d .  
(64) 701354-499 

i76,i41ftllm~le. PA 18631. USA. 
7171719-3167. sr. 10, s e - m a  ~ i t e  FCSS+ sdvmon. CO. 

USA. Alriwde of field k 9 . W  fcrr! Conmct; 
~ c t j c  swift, B m n a  Day Compmy. P.O. B m  
783,Mmrm, CO 81328, USA, 3031513-7227. 

Scp. 16,  P ru lkMouMemohlKi t eE ly ,  12th 
annu.1, McKinley Park, near Lake Mithip.~). 
Mihueultec, WI, USA. Coofxf;  Jeffrey Kntw*., 
Kite S o d o g  of Wisconsin. 2266 North Rorpect 
Avauc, Mlhuaukee, WI 53102,41419624947 

Sp. 16: Clvh L'Aquilone PenDcU'AquUone, 
8ch mnu.1. at Vda  Omidoff.  Ploreoce, lt8ly. 
For c1onent.ry m d  high school st"dents 
Conmc- PeechiouVmny, Hobby Model, V l  
Gr-ri 52, Plornec. Imly. 

oet .  2 1 ~  B k s ~ ~ m K i t e  F e a i u 4  5th mnud .  
Dytehcwn. by the Hjonekae~gXtr, Copenhwn, 
Denmark. c0.m.r- Mlrirnn. Nlelm, Ek~ t rn  
~ 1 d . r .  Rmdhurpldaen 33,1585 Copmh.gm, 
Dcnmsrk. 01111-85-11. 

MI&O. ~ z y  ~ i t ~ b e r t i v d ) .  16rb *mud. at 
Laport  VxUage Park. S m  Diego, CA. USA 
ConScr; CDml Hunilmn. Swan Khc Shoo 

Mclbouroe. Ausnnlia ContlEt; The Grcfnty, 
A u m d h n  Kltc Assocultion. 1 0  Elm Gmve, E m  
Kcw, Vitorin 3102, Aumdia,  03-859-1673 8 3 9 - ~  WF. n u b o r  ~ r k ,  a d  ~ i e g o ,  CA 9i101, 

USA. 6191212-2268. 
OCC 21, h l f a  Bvllu Sfvnt Kite Comt(.f 2nd 
mnud ,  Jockey's Ridge SSSS Park, Nsgs H H ~ ,  
NC l iSA Tan- Anne McCnNr. Kiffv Hawk 

Ycb. 16-18. Fertrm h - d o d d r  a k ' m g .  
b I4U. 16th snnu.1. Ir 2% Pvcllcl R l a .  USA 
ranon 4-1 H C  02 - R , ~  17362. 
Irlx. PR 00667 USA. %0918994MI 

., .. -~ - 
~ i ~ -  P.O. BOX 3 ~ .  NW nead. NC 27959. USA. 
91914414114. 

o e r  zlsliCr"0*Ki..F.w,4th.n.".l. 
on the painrula,  Long B e ~ h ,  WA, USA. 
Norrmmpetitiuc Concam Jim or Kly Buning, 
LongBrachKire% P.O. Box 117. LongBesch. 
WA 98631. USA, 2061665-5744. 

'N-ER 1989 

h g .  13,  P i & d n g M +  2ndsnnull .  zrYcK~o1.y 
Parknclr L.bM#chlpmn, f i l v a u b r .  W I .  USA 
Co"UIl lcffrcy K.m"k4 Kt#< soocry of 
Wumnmo. 2266 Nonh R o v c n  Aucour 
Mllwukcc. W1 53202. USA 414,9626947 

h g .  19s N d d  A*i.rion Day, USA, to 
m u k  the binh of Orville w r m r  lo 1871. 

Aug, ZO. Bommlrmdurn b e d  K l  
P n i v d ,  6th m u d ,  Hco&hury 814 near 
Chriarchurch, Bournemourh, Englmd. Fee for 
vehicle puking. Con- Bill Bluleh, 11 N m m  
House. K n t  Street, N o d m  SO1 ISS, England. 
0703163-79.90. 

S M T W T F S  
1 2 3 4  

5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1  
1 2  I 3  1 4  1 5  1 6  1 7  1 8  
19 2 0  21  22 23 2 4  25  
26 11 28  2 9  30  

Mar. 1-25. R o y d t h d  K I  C ~ m p l t h i m ,  81th 
.nnu.i,on the prunsin Glow& (*nun Lumg). 
Bmgok .  thailaod. Competition for the King's 
Trophy Conmcr Roo Spnulding. 47 Methcmivet 
h e .  Soi %. Sulthvmvit Road. B r n k 0 k  10110. 

mnud ,  Lorcnzo Srntc Hiamricd Site, Carenwin, 
NY. USA. Coomm Nmcy Edunrdq Friends of 
Lormm. RD 5. Cumwin .  NY 3303% USA. Am, 2147s W v b h p n S u u  L o l s n u i o d K I m  

Fna .L ,8 thuu lu r l , on  ~hcpenmlula.  LongBc2ch. 
WA. USA Conrrn U S 1 K I .  W Box 797. 
LongBc.eh. WA98631. USA. 216 642-%uO 

Auk 2s. o r r u ,  C.mr YiY CoDuL , a h  .Mud 
on the- in honl of the Grcnl Audororrum. 
DcanGmuc. NI. USA Rcchlcd m Ihc morning 
by the 01- Grow Srvni K l u  Con-, 2nd 
m u l l .  on lh< beach Conlrcl 1wor Dcc v.ffrs 
Sky Huh Kntr .  SO Plrmnn Avenue. OeunGcovr.  
N1 07756. USA. 2OlII7COIII 

*p 23.24, Sunfra K iu  I n i n l . 8 r h  -nu%. 
on rhr bench sr 5th Sucn. OccnnCtry. MD, LSA 
uorld ,mom wllmgnllrmpu Rvc. rnr1"dclold 
m d %  snd $2 000 for each ncu rcmrd conwr 
Rd1 or Wnry Ochu. The Klrc Loft. P O  Rux I l l .  
Urc8nC.ry. XD211U2 USA. 301 299-7815 

Mar. 2.5, H.w.ii a d m g e  SNnf Kite 
a m p o n a h  7th SD~YII,  K L ~ ~ D I P ~ ~  park 
~ o n o l ~ l ~ ,  HI, USA. m a y  f e  includes rshirr m d  
banqun. Conme* Robnr Loen, Kirr Panmy, 
2863 KIIdmun Avenue, Honolulu, HI 96815, 
USA IY181922-KITE. 

' . -  
m reienu %.~"IS of ,he dead. 

Sp. 24, Bulrr  h u b e n f n f  5 L  annual. 8.ael. 
switled.nd Cont.cr: R a e  or Elly Kung Der 
Soider. Hnuamrue  106. CH-4102 Bmnmecn. 

Mar. 24 ,  l o c t w o d m  Kitanak'sCoofaolcc,  
7th m m a l  zt Fon W m d a  Srar. Park, P m  
~ ~ ~ ~ u n d ,  WA. USA. Pee of f85.W meludea 
mom ,"d ",el&. Conmet; llylo MOW", Reneat 
Committee, 87Wdl  S t r e f ,  Lan lc ,  WA 98121, 
USA, 10614414012. 

mc 25, P.m%yK* Ply, 5th snnun1, on thh 
bath l Wildwwd Avenue, Wildwood, NJ, USA 
conmcr; D e p M m a r  of T0"ri.m. B~.rd,",Jk& 
S e h d l i i r  Avenue, Wildwood, NJ 08260, USA. 
W9R22-1407. 

Slp. 29--0er. 1. rU l nmnuf inu l  ~ i t e  ~ r &  
12th m u d .  at me D niver wayside. tincoin 
City, OR, USA Conmcf. J eny  Luke, Csteh t h ~  
Wlnd. P.0 Box 1923. Plormcc, OR97439, USA, 
5031997-9500. 

Srp. 30s Nor& B s k B i c  F.II Poli* Kite 
Contest, 4th mnud ,  on ~ n o l l  ~ i e l d ,  ~ o r r h  
Adun%MA, USA. Coorncr- EdorP.rn'irhq, 
5181793.5638 

m. 3: oe- B e d  Kite Fc.rhnl43rd -"=I, 
OEM B-h Elcmenmry School. Sm Diego, CA, 
USA Crmmc.; D i e  Brirringhm, 0ee.n Bcxh  
Ree rndonceoro ,  4726 Smta Monica Avnue, 
a" o w .  CA92107, USA, 6191223-1175. 

3 1 

mc. 3, mtcrmrimdm6mt1olvl oprnp-r 
B u m  Co&k K i n  Fly m d  B& Off, 6th mnu.l, 
on rhs belch nt Senride, NJ. USA. Award8 for 
b u t  ed ib l amd  flynblu. conmcr; 01%" E. 
nmrr .  Ch id  Judge m d  Trophy Maker, 
1628 South Crercenz Boulmrd, Yudlcy, PA 
19067. USA. 2151493-2153. 

h g .  27, N k a ,  Ncphwr, Aunu  & Unc lc lhy ,  
2nd w d .  McK'mlcy Puk, n e u  hkeMi&ig%n 
Mihvrukcc, WI, USA. Conwf :  Jeffrey Kstnokn. 
Kitc S o d c g  of Wi~onain.  2266 Nonh Prorpsr 
Aveauc. Milwrmkec. WI 53202. USA. bur 4 i  i l d i a ~ . u l l i  LuDmy.  17th 8nnu.l. 

~uckl.nJ Domnro. AucWsnd. New 7~d.nd 
( o n o n  RuudlTumbuU. Ksdm ll=umkt. M 
Bar 1480 A~<k l .nd .  Nor Zedsnd. 9.3034899 OCTOBER 1s89 

BYly August, C.NllntwI Point Kite F c s W  
4th mnud ,  Cmdln fkk  Poiof Su te  Recr-clan 
Aru. Sso h m c l m .  CA, USA. Conmck Alice 
Romero. Rome E n t c p r i ~ s .  129 Snmo. Coun, 
SmRunon, CA 94583.US4 4151866-8173. 

Dec. 25-J.n.26, M i  Kirc Wlybg 
(hmpionrhip. 2nd m u d .  8,  the Mahdumi  

Mu. 5, cl- Monday, o8dhiond day far flying 
kirn rhmughout Grewc, w k s  L c  bdginningof 
Lenr (40 days before W e r  Sunday). M T W T P S  

Mu.  171 F.m* Kite Fly, 3rd mnonud, at Splm 
Mound& S u t c  Park Spiro, OK. USA Conucr; 
Dennis Perason, Route 2. B m  33PAA. s p h ,  
OK 74959. USA. 9191962-2062. 

Mar. 17.18. ~ c n u b p r l u h t r m r f i o n d  Kilc 
P l ' d .  3rd mod*. .r R.ncho ,." Rd..l Park. 
*no. w .  USA Conuct , p e d  Pvcn" ncp, 
Conveotoon& V,nlun.lulhorn)'. P O  Box 837. 
Reno NV 89504.7OZR27-7636 

o n  I ,  m1ti.h Kile FI- AS AS AS^.^^ u u m m  
Rally, l2rh mnud ,  &cold W d c n  Aerodmmr, 
ncax B ~ l c d e ,  B d f o r d b i e ,  Englmd. 
Conmc* Ron Moulmn. B.K.P.A.. Wollw Hourr 

DII. 31-J"0. l i  KiteDay Inrcmtion.l, on 
Svnme B-h. M"l.C"bW, c.pc Town. sou* 
M n c z .  lncludn d l -n ig t  kite flylngmd f d i n g  
for shark.  Conucr; Gary S l b n m m ,  E r h e d  
Art% 121 Loogs=eeG capcrown 8001, Sovth 
Mrb% 02112C84-84 

. . 
Wolsey R o d .  Hemel, ncmpnesd, Ho t fo r l i r e  
HPZ4SS. Englmd, 11422-41221. 

OCL 1-Zi w o h - n  P b w  9th mnud ,  
w e a ~ r r r m n y .  conmcr ~ u g n  ~ ienau .  
W o l b m r m a ,  Hmm-w 51,  D l 0 0 0  
Hambug 13. Wesl Germmy, 040141-37-50 

o e r  4.8, A m a h "  KiteflirnA.iroe"tim 
Mnvmhon, 12th m m d .  Honolulu, HI, USA. 
ne*tmrion f c c  Conmcr. Robcrt Loop, Kit* 
Fmmry. 2863 Kdnlmu%Aucnuq Honolulu, HI 
96815, USA 808192bKmE 

Mar. 18, E . m * h y  Kite Pasrivrl, 8th moud ,  
nt Shoreline Park a t n  Barbara. CA. USA. 
Conlcz:  NemKharc.  C a n e  Ply A Kite, 1228 
Smrr Stfcc.  SmtsBlrbsra,  CA 93101, USA, 
8051966-2694. 

Scp. 2.3. Onled S t ~ t e l G  Po.rrMu.run Yirr 
an- 7th rumua~. USAF ~ u x u m ,  wright- 
Pastcrmo Air Porcc Blw, Dlywn. OH, USA. 
Reglznrlon fee. Conact;  Judith A. Wrhn, 
USAP M U ~ I I I .  WrlghghFPatfop~n APB, OH 
41433. US& 5111255-8048 

Spcglrvillr Park. Wnm. TX, USA. Contacl; 
Annabel Galley, Convention & Vl::on Burenu, 
P.0 B m  2570. Waeo. TX 76702. USA. 
8171713-3621 

m. 25% Southwrr ~ a u h  ~ i t e  con-, 5th 
mnua1 I t  the civic cmre r  Grovnds, Lake 
Ch..le* LA. USA. Cont.ef; Gee. Dolm. 2401 
5th Avmue, UkeChntles, LA 70601, USA, 
31814781468 

nt Goldm CllcbnsPuk. Sende. WA, USA. 
Conmce K a  Conrsd, Rote* Be Bowls Society. 
7514 R m m n  Avmue N.E.. Scatde. WA 98115. 
U S 4  20616244886. 

]an. 1, Tocmm win= Kite sly, 4th snoud, nr 
Humber Bay Park. Toroom, OnSrio, Can&. 
Conmer; John Cmnpmn. Toronw Khe Ply- 
Group, 280 Wdlalcy S m e r  Eux. Toronro, 
h a i o  M4X 1G7. Canada. 4161922-2580. 

the bench st Occm sharer WA, USA. connc r  
Mike Bmwn, Ocrm Shores Kira,  P.O. Box 607. 
Ocean Shores, WA98569. USA. 20612894101. 

O c r  7s Rockaway B u d l  Smnt Kite Illymg 
conrcar. on the be,& ar Rocklwl" Beach, OR. 1.n. 13.16 RockCutWinfaCCrnivll. 17th 

mnud ,  ~ o c k  cur a a e  park, northesrrof 
Rockford, rL, USA Conmcr; Jim Pulgmri. 
Dcpurmcnt of Conwrvntio~ 524 S. Wand St.. 
S p r ~ ~ e l d ,  IL 62101. USA. 2171782-1454. 

Sp. 3, Flther'. D.y Kite Fly, 10th m u d n l  
o."eenr Domrin. Ccnotzph End, Hob-. 
tumsnin.  ~ u a n l i a .  a n t l e t ;  Kent s t w e m a ,  
~ m a n h n  Kite Plinr Aaoehtion. 8 S u m m ~ r l c s  
R o d ,  Ferntree.  Tlnnmin 7054  A"&". 
032139-13.55. 

llSA Conmcr ( ynn E Slnncr. Lhnmhcr of 
Co-crcc. P 0 Box l9d KorLnulg Relch.OR 
97136 USA. 103 3518108 

Jm. 14s U a n  (or M . k u  Smlmoti), to mwk 
the wmter S O I ~ C ~ .  A , d i i i i d  h y  for 
miirw~sofpcop~ero ny luur a ~ ~ o v e  ~ d i ~  
sp.cId1y in Ahmedabad. 

srp. 9. KIC= hy. me ninth dnyof the ninth 
month, tndit innd day in chi.. for nyingkites 
m u n d  awnv b d  luck for the m i n e v u r .  

NOTE$ Any schedule like this, p n n t d  m 
dvanoe, ir mbject m change. V i t i m  should 
-if" information b d o x h m d .  Indusion of .n 

Oel. 81 One S b  h l c  World l n m m t i o l ~ l  Kite 
1.". 15 ,  M i d a l g h t a c w  of 'he llll- Kim.  
m d ~ t i o n d  h y  for flying k l t n  throughout Chins. 
Also k".,,"o u the Hour of me ox EI* of 
Le U n m n K i W r  

in L. c.lcnd.1 d o n  nor consfit"c< 
mdorYnrml of if by Kitt Lines, but ir d0nc.r 
nscruice. V 

O 1989 ~ e o l u r  pram, ~nc. .  tlub~,*en of KIM LI~S, gvartsriy journal ot thtwor~dwldo kite canmunltv 





Challenging 
Excitement for 
all Dual-Line 

L 

Pilots. 
\ '= 

go fly a kite'. '&. 
Box AA East Haddarn, CT 
203-873-8675 
1-800-243-3370 

Call or write for dealer nearest you 
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